Mr. Kevin H. Bell  
Staff Counsel  
Public Employees for Environmental Responsibility  
962 Wayne Avenue, Suite 610  
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Dear Mr. Bell:

On June 3, 2020, the United States Park Police FOIA office received your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request dated the same date, and assigned it control number NPS-2020-000903. Please cite this number in any future communications with our office regarding your request.

Your request was for the following records and/or documents (subject to limits on dates and custodians detailed below):

1. Emails, notes, text messages, and any form of electronic instant messages created between May 30, 2020, and June 3, 2020, containing any of the following terms;

   a. Church
   b. Media
   c. Journalist
   d. Reporter
   e. “fake news”
   f. Camera
   g. Lafayette
   h. Pennsylvania
   i. 16th
   j. President
   k. “looters” or “looting”
   l. “Black Lives Matter” or “BLM”
   m. Antifa
   n. Riot
   o. Curfew
   p. Kettle
   q. Bottle
   r. “George Floyd”
   s. Boogaloo
   t. Supremacists
   u. “Proud Boy”
v. War
w. “Barr” or “Attorney General”
x. “military” or “army” or “national guard”
y. Helicopter
z. Pepper
aa. “OC Spray”
bb. Gas
c. Munition
dd. Nonlethal
e. Lethal

2. Any presentations or briefings provided to USPP officers deployed in the Central District between May 30, 2020, and June 3, 2020;

3. Current written policies and directives governing
   a. Use of force
   b. Riot control
   c. Deployment of OC or pepper spray, and
   d. Interactions with members of the media;

4. Any official police reports drafted by USPP officers in the Central District between May 30 and June 3, 2020; and

5. Any communications between May 30 and June 3, 2020, between USPP and the Office of the President, the Office of the Vice President, the U.S. Secret Service.

This request is limited to records and information generated between May 30, 2020, and June 3, 2020, the date of this request. This request seeks records from the following persons:

1. Gregory T. Monahan, Acting Chief of Police
2. Director of the Office of Law Enforcement and Security Robert MacLean
3. All supervisory employees assigned to the USPP Central District including the following special units:
   a. Aviation Unit;
   b. Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) Team;
   c. Special Events Unit;
   d. Horse Mounted Unit;
   e. Crime Prevention Unit;
   f. Criminal Investigations Branch;
   g. Icon Protection Branch; and
   h. The Intelligence/Counter-Terrorism Unit

On September 21, 2020, you agreed to limit the scope of your request to facilitate processing. Item 1 eliminated the email attachments and reduced the keywords to the following:

1. Church
2. Media
3. Curfew
4. Riot
5. “National Guard”
6. Pepper
7. OC Spray
8. Gas
9. Nonlethal
10. Munition
11. Lafayette

You also further limited the personnel to key NPS personnel to include:
The U.S. Park Police is partially writing to respond to their part of your request. We have located emails and text messages that consists of 354 pages. We have enclosed the 354 pages of the emails and text messages which is responsive to your request with certain redactions. The redacted information from the emails are being withheld pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552 (b)(4), (b)(5), (b)(b)(6), (7)(C), (7)(E) and (7)(F). Exemption 6 allows an agency to withhold “personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. The phrase “similar files” covers any agency records containing information about a particular individual that can be identified as applying to that individual. To determine whether releasing records containing information about a particular individual would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, we are required to balance the privacy interest that would be affected by disclosure against any public interest in the information. Exemption 7 protects from disclosure “records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes” if the records fall within one or more of six specific bases for withholding set forth in subparts (A) through (F). 5 U.S.C.§ 552(b)(7)(A)-(F).

Under the FOIA, the only relevant public interest to consider under the exemption is the extent to which the information sought would shed light on an agency’s performance of its statutory duties or otherwise let citizens know what their government is up to. The burden is on the requester to establish that disclosure would serve the public interest. When the privacy interest at stake and the public interest in disclosure have been determined, the two competing interests must be weighed against one another to determine which is the greater result of disclosure: the harm to personal privacy or the benefit to the public. The purposes for which the request for information is made do not impact this balancing test, as a release of information requested under the FOIA constitutes a release to the general public.

The information that has been withheld under Exemptions (b)(6) and 7(C) consists of personal information, including names, telephone numbers, and email addresses, and we have determined that the individual(s) to whom this information pertains have a substantial privacy interest in withholding it. Additionally, we have determined that the disclosure of this information would shed little or no light on the performance of the agency’s statutory duties. Because the harm to personal privacy is greater than whatever public interest may be served by disclosure, release of the information would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of the privacy of these individual(s) and we are withholding it under Exemption 6; and under Exemption 7(C), we have also determined that releasing them would constitute an unwarranted invasion of because they identify individuals referenced in law enforcement records and the release of this information would not shed light on an agency’s performance of its statutory duties.

The information that has been withheld under Exemption 7(E) which protects law enforcement records if their release would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement investigation or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if the disclosure could reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law. For the materials that have been withheld under 7(E), we have determined that they are techniques for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions,” they are procedures for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions,” and they are guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions whose release could reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law.

The information that is being withheld under Exemption 7(F) protects law enforcement records if their release could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any individual. For the materials that have been withheld under 7(F), we have determined releasing them could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of an individual because it would compromise the protection of our facilities and endanger the life or physical safety of individuals.
We reasonably foresee that disclosure would be prohibited by law or otherwise protected from disclosure under Exemption 6 and 7(C), 7(E) and 7(F).

The information that has been withheld under Exemption 4 protects from disclosure trade secrets or commercial or financial information that is confidential or privileged.

We are withholding information in part under Exemption 5 because they qualify to be withheld under the following privileges: the deliberative process privilege which protects materials that are both predecisional and deliberative. The privilege covers records that reflect the give-and-take of the consultative process and may include recommendations, draft documents, proposals, suggestions, and other subjective documents which reflect the personal opinions of the writer rather than the policy of an agency.

Janeen Tyson, U.S. Park Police, FOIA Officer is responsible for this response. Roland Blackman, in the Office of the Solicitor was consulted regarding this decision.

We do not bill requesters for FOIA processing fees when their fees are less than $50.00, because the cost of collection would be greater than the fee collected. See 43 C.F.R. § 2.37(g). Therefore, there is no billable fee for the processing of this request.

You may appeal this response to the Department’s FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals Officer. If you choose to appeal, the FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals Officer must receive your FOIA no later than 90 workdays from the date of this letter. Appeals arriving or delivered after 5 p.m. Eastern Time, Monday through Friday, will be deemed received on the next workday.

Your appeal must be made in writing. You may submit your appeal and accompanying materials to the FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals Officer by mail, courier service, fax, or email. All communications concerning your appeal should be clearly marked with the words: "FREEDOM OF INFORMATION APPEAL." You must include an explanation of why you believe the NPS’s response is in error. You must also include with your appeal copies of all correspondence between you and NPS concerning your FOIA request, including your original FOIA request and NPS's response. Failure to include with your appeal all correspondence between you and NPS will result in the Department's rejection of your appeal, unless the FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals Officer determines (in the FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals Officer’s sole discretion) that good cause exists to accept the defective appeal.

Please include your name and daytime telephone number (or the name and telephone number of an appropriate contact), email address and fax number (if available) in case the FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals Officer needs additional information or clarification of your appeal.

DOLE Grant Office Contact Information
Department of the Interior
Office of the Solicitor
1849 C Street, N.W.
MS-6556 MIB
Washington, DC 20240

Attn: FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals Office
Telephone: (202) 208-5339
Fax: (202) 208-6677

For your information, Congress excluded three discrete categories of law enforcement and national security records from the requirements of FOIA. See 5 U.S.C. 552(c). This response is limited to those records that are subject to the requirements of FOIA. This is a standard notification that is given to all our requesters and should not be taken as an indication that excluded records do, or do not, exist.

The 2007 FOIA amendments created the Office of Government Information Services (OGIS) to offer mediation services to resolve disputes between FOIA requesters and Federal agencies as a non-exclusive
alternative to litigation. Using OGIS services does not affect your right to pursue litigation. You may contact OGIS in any of the following ways:

Office of Government Information Services  
National Archives and Records Administration  
8601 Adelphi Road - OGIS  
College Park, MD 20740-6001  
E-mail: ogis@nara.gov  
Web: https://ogis.archives.gov  
Telephone: 202-741-5770  
Fax: 202-741-5769  
Toll-free: 1-877-684-6448

Please note that using OGIS services does not affect the timing of filing an appeal with the Department’s FOIA & Privacy Act Appeals Officer.

We appreciate your interest in the U.S. Park Police. If you have any questions about our response to your request, you may contact Janeen Tyson by phone at 202-619-7385, by email at janeen_tyson@nps.gov, or by mail at 1100 Ohio Dr. S.W. Washington, D.C., 20024.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
Gregory T. Monahan  
For/ Acting Chief of Police

Enclosures
Bcc:

USPP Planning
USPP-FOIA-Tyson
DOI-SOL- Blackman

They are smashing the windows out of the church with bike rack across from 145

Pick up truck driving towards officers near the church pick up truck driving towards officers near the church

Multiple reports church on fire 16th and h. No confirmation yet

Send me a pic right now in front of church and H at

Can you send a pic in front of church?

Front St Johns church 1935 hours

Guy in roof- St Johns Church 2032 hours

Church roof clear. Last guy is climbing down now.

Ok...I know (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) are back handling social media updates

Hey guys...if you could please push out regular updates on social media stuff you come up with on that text chain.

Also from my folks:
Hells Angels are possibly showing up for the MAGA counter protest at 1900 ish

We had one mention of it. We could not find any corroborating evidence. I'll send you what we have. Let me know if it is the same. We're also trying to track down a possible “BLM” event at McPhhearson either at 100 or 1900.

Also...FYI officer safety from Chicago yesterday on (b) (7)(E)

Also from undercover cops wearing this

took out a laptop and he's gonna try to get on the Internet to also for info

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) mentioned y'all were staying back to and start putting together info/wanted flyers for subjects we have photos/videos of? I will send you what I have from Saturday.
Big media presence early again today

Let me know if [b italic] is calling people to 131

Kites can have cameras

Camera at [b italic] show a lot of people westbound

I thought I heard him say Australian camera man.

Sent form 30s just to you to forward up. The camera/ lens form 30 being worked on.

[b italic] does not have that model camera so was thinking 2 cameras and 2 lenses. Then go for gusto at inaugural

Copy. It sounds like (b) (7)(E) . And that there are some already up there.

If another (b) (7)(E)

Once you guys are done with that group if you could focus the majority, (b) (7)(E)

Group is continuing W/B past Lafayette Park/White House. What’s latest?

I guess just find a (b) (7)(E) .

(b) (7)(E)

Tail of the group just entered Lafayette park

Copy. Also sounds like a group has breached the north due on Lafayette park.

Have a group at Lafayette

(b) (7)(E) . Protestors pushed back into H st
Officer Safety
---

Radio just reported that people are removing bricks from the sidewalk at Lafayette Park.

Copy. I pushed (b) (7)(E)

Copy. Pushed (b) (7)(E)

They are trying to group NE side Lafayette to try to break line.

Yes they are grains towards Lafayette again

Also, please bring us some down here in Lafayette Park.

This is the McPherson plan. I can be at Lafayette Park to coordinate response if needed.

(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)

Hey guys. Thanks for stepping up and taking that call tonight. I really appreciate it. I know it wasn’t the most ideal situation, but at the time I couldn’t (b) (7)(E) . Thanks again!!

POTUS is out WALKING out of Lafayette to St. John’s

50% of 16th street group starting to move west on K 50% headed Lafayette

Make that 70% headdd Lafayette

What’s (b) (7)(E) ? Guess they
(b) (7)(E)

Ok leaving for Lafayette

(b) (7)(E)

Main group still at 17th and Pennsylvania NW, UD finally claimed back territory to get their smashed up cruisers out.
2nd group that stopped at 17th and Pennsylvania...headed south on 17th toward Constitution

Looks like they are coming off 13th onto Pennsylvania towards the capital

They are now looting metropolitan optical at 1919 Pennsylvania ave nw

Also unsure how live this picture is but 17th St. and Pennsylvania Avenue looks to have no one at the bike fences

100-200 on Pennsylvania passing Trump hotel

Large group on 17 just passed Pennsylvania heading northbound

They turned off Pennsylvania possibly 9th street

Group starting to march down Pennsylvania

Group at 16th and H is heading east on H Street

Front of group at 16th at const

Hammer guy is beating on the skillet at 16th at const.

Vehicle protest is on I street near 16th

16th and h

From 16th and H the water balloons they are throwing are filled with urine.

This group may be doing something can't tell (b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)

MPD is holding a line at 16th and K for some reason. Not letting anyone south on 16th. But their rear flank is completely exposed. (b) (7)(E) .

Car fire 16th and i

Looks like a lot of people are heading out to 16th away from 145. (b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)

They are clashing with MPD on 16th by the car fire
They are throwing things into a building on 888 16th street. MPD is possibly pushing them back towards 145.

Big fireworks 16th and i

MPD has 16th at H

MPD is about to clear intersection 16th at h

Moving vehicle on 16th

Be advised abandoned car was just left h street by 16th

Persons with flammable liquids in back packs near fire and 16th and h

Multiple reports church on fire 16th and h. No confirmation yet

Be advised multiple confirmed building fires 16th street

Copy. That’s 815 16th street

Very large group coming down 16th

(b) (7)(E) coming down 16th:

Large group 16th at k

50% of 16th street group starting to move west on K 50% headed Lafayette

Do u have any additional photos u can send of 16th and H street.

(b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)

Radical BLM’s trying to get folks to go north on 16th and attack the Masonic Temple at 1733 16th St NW. Calling it the “Free Mason” building and 2nd White House.

Water bottle thrower. Currently middle if the intersection 16th and H

Has anyone contact MPD about the group in the street at 16th and h? 😊
I street clear from 15th to 16th

16th street crowd thinning

16th crowd thinning. Went East to 15th at I St. At 2149 hours

Vermont and L...continental liquor. Looting

They are looting Continental wine store

Is that looting it, or protestors?

They are looting the cvs by freedom plaza

And now looting.

They are now looting metropolitan optical at 1919 Pennsylvania ave nw

They just broke into the Loebs deli on 17th and are looting

Think this group is relocating soon, stated to check Facebook for location and rally for Black Lives Matter at 1600.

We had one mention of it. We could not find any corroborating evidence. I’ll send you what we have. Let me know if it is the same. We’re also trying to track down a possible “BLM” event at McPhhearsn either at 100 or 1900.

Also USCP made some reference to a BLM event at 1700 at McPhhearsn. It’s possible that that is where the car caravan will end and then they may join the larger group at the WH.

Ha! The BLM antagonist and Anarchist are pissed most peaceful protestors are rolling out!

Right now my biggest concern is not necessarily the Hells Angels but any of these white nationalist groups. They are already all fired up with the instability being caused by the pandemic and were causing trouble before the riots. My only hope is that it’ll be easier to go somewhere other than DC. But many want to come and “protect” POTUS

Definitely no longer protests. Just strait up riots.

Persons at h and Vermont carrying riot shields and wearing riot helmets
MPD cdu has deployed several more officers at 16 and I and they will start arresting curfew violators

She should have had a curfew last night. Philly did.

The curfew is 7pm tonight.

They are five hours past curfew

They are talking about why they have not been arrested for violating curfew and getting people to move out of the area. Talking about 16 and P

Threw a bottle said he should go get his gun

Bottle thrower

Also threw water bottle

Better pic of water bottle thrower

Fluid in spray bottle

Spray bottle location?

Water bottle thrower. Currently middle if the intersection 16th and H

The last water bottle came from one of these three

Male with backpack on back threw bleated bottle

Most of the people had left McPhearson when they started pushing the military

(b) (7)(E) There is a large group at that location.

National Guard is mobilizing.

Looks like the national guard arrived at the Lincoln

(b) (7)(E) 

(b) (7)(E) ....no protestors at all
FYI bus load of National Guard Troops just arrived at Lincoln. Still clear here

He’s already Pepper deployed

Reports coming from us and is that at 17th and Penn protesters are trying to light a car on fire, throwing stuff at and CS gas

Gas deployed

They just poured gas ok a road sign

Lots of folks with gas masks...just none with nice nylon holder. Lesson learned

Line is putting on gas masks
Looks like MPD deployed tear gas trying to get a location

(b) (7)(E)

This guy is heading west from WAMO. Leaf blower to “blow out tear gas”
They are smashing the windows out of the church with bike rack across from 145

Pick up truck driving towards officers near the church pick up truck driving towards officers near the church

Multiple reports church on fire 16th and h. No confirmation yet

Send me a pic right now in front of church and H at

Can you send a pic in front of church?

Front St Johns church 1935 hours

Guy in roof- St Johns Church 2032 hours

Church roof clear. Last guy is climbing down now.

Ok...I know (b) (6). (b) (7)(C) are back handling social media updates

Hey guys...if you could please push out regular updates on social media stuff you come up with on that text chain.

Also from my (b) (7)(E) folks:
Hells Angels are possibly showing up for the MAGA counter protest at 1900 ish

We had one mention of it. We could not find any corroborating evidence. I'll send you what we have. Let me know if it is the same. We're also trying to track down a possible “BLM” event at McPhhearson either at 100 or 1900.

Also...FYI officer safety from Chicago yesterday on (b) (7)(E)

Also from (b) (7)(E) undercover cops wearing this

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) took out a laptop and he's gonna try to get on the Internet to also (b) (7)(E) for info

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) mentioned y'all were staying back to (b) (7)(E) and start putting together info/wanted flyers for subjects we have photos/videos of? I will send you what I have from Saturday.
Big media presence early again today

Let me know if is calling people to 131

Kites can have cameras

Camera at show a lot of people westbound

I thought I heard him say Australian camera man.

Sent form 30s just to you to forward up. The camera/ lens form 30 being worked on.

does not have that model camera so was thinking 2 cameras and 2 lenses. Then go for gusto at inaugural

Copy. It sounds like . And that there are some already up there.

If another

Once you guys are done with that group if you could focus the majority, (b)

Group is continuing W/B past Lafayette Park/White House. What’s latest?

I guess just find a

Tail of the group just entered Lafayette park

Copy. Also sounds like a group has breached the north due on Lafayette park.

Have a group at Lafayette

. Protestors pushed back into H st
Officer Safety---(b) (7)(E)

Radio just reported that people are removing bricks from the sidewalk at Lafayette Park.

Copy. I pushed (b) (7)(E)

Copy. Pushed (b) (7)(E)

They are trying to group NE side Lafayette to try to break line.

Yes they are grains towards Lafayette again

Also, please bring us some down here in Lafayette Park.

This is the McPherson plan. I can be at Lafayette Park to coordinate response if needed.

(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E) . (b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E) ...

Hey guys. Thanks for stepping up and taking that call tonight. I really appreciate it. I know it wasn’t the most ideal situation, but at the time I couldn’t (b) (7)(E) . Thanks again!!

POTUS is out WALKING out of Lafayette to St. John’s

50% of 16th street group starting to move west on K 50% headed Lafayette

Make that 70% headdd Lafayette

What’s (b) (7)(E) ? Guess they
(b) (7)(E)

Ok leaving for Lafayette

(b) (7)(E)

Main group still at 17th and Pennsylvania NW, UD finally claimed back territory to get their smashed up cruisers out.
2nd group that stopped at 17th and Pennsylvania...headed south on 17th toward Constitution

Looks like they are coming off 13th onto Pennsylvania towards the capital

They are now looting metropolitan optical at 1919 Pennsylvania ave nw

Also unsure how live this picture is but 17th St. and Pennsylvania Avenue looks to have no one at the bike fences

100-200 on Pennsylvania passing Trump hotel

Large group on 17 just passed Pennsylvania heading northbound

They turned off Pennsylvania possibly 9th street

Group starting to march down Pennsylvania

Group at 16th and H is heading east on H Street

Front of group at 16th at const

Hammer guy is beating on the skillet at 16th at const.

Vehicle protest is on I street near 16th

16th and h

From 16th and H the water balloons they are throwing are filled with urine.

This group may be doing something can't tell

MPD is holding a line at 16th and K for some reason. Not letting anyone south on 16th. But their rear flank is completely exposed.

Car fire 16th and i

Looks like a lot of people are heading out to 16th away from 145.

They are clashing with MPD on 16th by the car fire
They are throwing things into a building on 888 16th street. MPD is possibly pushing them back towards 145

Big fireworks 16th and i

MPD has 16th at H

MPD is about to clear intersection 16th at h

Moving vehicle on 16th

Be advised abandoned car was just left h street by 16th

Persons with flammable liquids in back packs near fire and 16th and h

Multiple reports church on fire 16th and h. No confirmation yet

Be advised multiple confirmed building fires 16th street

Copy. That’s 815 16th street

Very large group coming down 16th

(b) (7)(E) coming down 16th:

Large group 16th at k

50% of 16th street group starting to move west on K 50% headed Lafayette

Do u have any additional photos u can send of 16th and H street.

(b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)

Radical BLM’s trying to get folks to go north on 16th and attack the Masonic Temple at 1733 16th St NW. Calling it the “Free Mason” building and 2nd White House.

Water bottle thrower. Currently middle if the intersection 16th and H

Has anyone contact MPD about the group in the street at 16th and h? 😊
I street clear from 15th to 16th

16th street crowd thinning

16th crowd thinning. Went East to 15th at I St. At 2149 hours

Vermont and L...continental liquor. Looting

They are looting Continental wine store

Is that looting it, or protestors?

They are looting the cvs by freedom plaza

And now looting.

They are now looting metropolitan optical at 1919 Pennsylvania ave nw

They just broke into the Loebs deli on 17th and are looting

Think this group is relocating soon, stated to check Facebook for location and rally for Black Lives Matter at 1600.

We had one mention of it. We could not find any corroborating evidence. I’ll send you what we have. Let me know if it is the same. We’re also trying to track down a possible “BLM” event at McPhhearson either at 100 or 1900.

Also USCP made some reference to a BLM event at 1700 at McPhearson. It’s possible that that is where the car caravan will end and then they may join the larger group at the WH.

Ha! The BLM antagonist and Anarchist are pissed most peaceful protestors are rolling out!

Right now my biggest concern is not necessarily the Hells Angels but any of these white nationalist groups. They are already all fired up with the instability being caused by the pandemic and were causing trouble before the riots. My only hope is that it’ll be easier to go somewhere other than DC. But many want to come and “protect” POTUS

Definitely no longer protests. Just strait up riots.

Persons at h and Vermont carrying riot shields and wearing riot helmets
MPD cdu has deployed several more officers at 16 and I and they will start arresting curfew violators.

She should have had a curfew last night. Philly did.

The curfew is 7pm tonight.

They are five hours past curfew.

They are talking about why they have not been arrested for violating curfew and getting people to move out of the area. Talking about 16 and P.

Threw a bottle said he should go get his gun

Bottle thrower

Also threw water bottle

Better pic of water bottle thrower

Fluid in spray bottle

Spray bottle location?

Water bottle thrower. Currently middle if the intersection 16th and H.

The last water bottle came from one of these three.

Male with backpack on back threw bleated bottle

Most of the people had left McPherson when they started pushing the military.

(b) (7)(E) There is a large group at that location.

National Guard is mobilizing.

Looks like the national guard arrived at the Lincoln

(b) (7)(E) ....no protestors at all
FYI bus load of National Guard Troops just arrived at Lincoln. Still clear here.

He's already deployed.

Any of you guys in

Pepper deployed.

Dude that got the pepper.

Reports coming from us and is that at 17th and Penn protesters are trying to light a car on fire, throwing stuff at and CS gas.

Gas deployed.

Gas!

They just poured gas ok a road sign.

Lots of folks with gas masks...just none with nice nylon holder. Lesson learned.

Yeah.

Line is putting on gas masks.
Looks like MPD deployed tear gas trying to get a location

(b) (7)(E)

This guy is heading west from WAMO. Leaf blower to “blow out tear gas”
They are smashing the windows out of the church with bike rack across from 145

Pick up truck driving towards officers near the church pick up truck driving towards officers near the church

Multiple reports church on fire 16th and h. No confirmation yet

Send me a pic right now in front of church and H at

Can you send a pic in front of church?

Front St John's church 1935 hours

Guy in roof- St John's Church 2032 hours

Church roof clear. Last guy is climbing down now.

Ok...I know (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) are back handling social media updates

Hey guys...if you could please push out regular updates on (b) (7)(E) stuff you come up with on that (b) (7)(E) text chain.

Also from my (b) (7)(E) folks:
Hells Angels are possibly showing up for the MAGA counter protest at 1900 ish

We had one (b) (7)(E) mention of it. We could not find any corroborating evidence. I'll send you what we have. Let me know if it is the same. We're also trying to track down a possible “BLM” event at McPhhearsdon either at 100 or 1900.

Also...FYI officer safety from Chicago yesterday on (b) (7)(E):

Also from (b) (7)(E) undercover cops wearing this

took out a laptop and he's gonna try to get on the Internet to also (b) (7)(E) for info

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) mentioned y'all were staying back to (b) (7)(E) and start putting together info/wanted flyers for subjects we have photos/videos of? I will send you what I have from Saturday.
will be together and periodically

Big media presence early again today

Let me know if is calling people to 131

Kites can have cameras

Camera at 15th and con show a lot of people westbound

I thought I heard him say Australian camera man.

Sent form 30s just to you to forward up. The camera/ lens form 30 being worked on.

does not have that model camera so was thinking 2 cameras and 2 lenses. Then go for gusto at inaugural

Copy. It sounds like (b) (7)(E)

If another (b) (7)(E)

Once you guys are done (b) (7)(E)

Group is continuing W/B past Lafayette Park/White House. What’s latest?

I guess just find a(b) (7)(E)

Tail of the group just entered Lafayette park

Copy. Also sounds like a group has breached the north due on Lafayette park.

. Protestors pushed back into H st
Officer Safety---(b) (7)(E)

Radio just reported that people are removing bricks from the sidewalk at Lafayette Park.

Copy. I pushed that message to(b) (7)(E) .

Copy. Pushed to (b) (7)(E)

They are trying to group NE side Lafayette to try to break line.

Yes they are grains towards Lafayette again

Also, please (b) (7)(E)

This is the(b) (7)(E) . I can be (b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)

Hey guys. Thanks for stepping up and taking that call tonight. I really appreciate it. I know it wasn’t the most ideal situation, but at the time (b) (7)(E)

Thanks again!!

POTUS is out WALKING out of Lafayette to St. John’s

50% of 16th street group starting to move west on K 50% headed Lafayette

Make that 70% headdd Lafayette

What’s (b) (7)(E)

Ok leaving for Lafayette

For (b) (7)(E)

Main group still at 17th and Pennsylvania NW, (b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E) .
2nd group that stopped at 17th and Pennsylvania...headed south on 17th toward Constitution

Looks like they are coming off 13th onto Pennsylvania towards the capital

They are now looting metropolitan optical at 1919 Pennsylvania ave nw

Also unsure how live this picture is but 17th St. and Pennsylvania Avenue looks to have \( b) (7)(E) \) one at the bike fences

100-200 on Pennsylvania passing Trump hotel

Large group on 17 just passed Pennsylvania heading northbound

They turned off Pennsylvania possibly 9th street

Group starting to march down Pennsylvania

Group at 16th and H is heading east on H Street

Front of group at 16th at const

Hammer guy is beating on the skillet at 16th at const.

Vehicle protest is on I street near 16th

16th and h

From \[ \textit{pppp} \] at 16th and H the water balloons they are throwing are filled with urine.

This group may be doing something can't tell someone may want to get eyes on they are at 16th and H close to the line

MPD is holding a line at 16th and K for some reason. Not letting anyone south on 16th. \( b) (7)(E) \)

Car fire 16th and i

Looks like a lot of people are heading out to 16th away from 145. \( b) (7)(E) \)

They are clashing with MPD on 16th by the car fire
They are throwing things into a building on 888 16th street. MPD is possibly pushing them back towards 145.

Big fireworks 16th and i

MPD has 16th at H

MPD is about to clear intersection 16th at h

Moving vehicle on 16th

Be advised abandoned car was just left h street by 16th

Persons with flammable liquids in back packs near fire and 16th and h

Multiple reports church on fire 16th and h. No confirmation yet

Be advised multiple confirmed building fires 16th street

Copy. That’s 815 16th street

Very large group coming down 16th

From the Eagle coming down 16th:

Large group 16th at k

50% of 16th street group starting to move west on K 50% headed Lafayette

Do u have any additional photos u can send of 16th and H street.

I think the (b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)

Radical BLM’s trying to get folks to go north on 16th and attack the Masonic Temple at 1733 16th St NW. Calling it the “Free Mason” building and 2nd White House.

Water bottle thrower. Currently middle if the intersection 16th and H

Has anyone contact MPD about the group in the street at 16th and h? 😊
I street clear from 15th to 16th

16th street crowd thinning

16th crowd thinning. Went East to 15th at I St. At 2149 hours

Vermont and L...continental liquor. Looting

They are looting Continental wine store

Is that looting it, or protestors?

They are looting the cvs by freedom plaza

And now looting.

They are now looting metropolitan optical at 1919 Pennsylvania ave nw

They just broke into the Loebs deli on 17th and are looting

Think this group is relocating soon, stated to check Facebook for location and rally for Black Lives Matter at 1600.

We had one of it. We could not find any corroborating evidence. I’ll send you what we have. Let me know if it is the same. We’re also trying to track down a possible “BLM” event at McPhhearson either at 100 or 1900.

Also USCP made some reference to a BLM event at 1700 at McPhearson. It’s possible that that is where the car caravan will end and then they may join the larger group at the WH.

Ha! The BLM antagonist and Anarchist are pissed most peaceful protestors are rolling out!

Right now my biggest concern is not necessarily the Hells Angels but any of these white nationalist groups. They are already all fired up with the instability being caused by the pandemic and were causing trouble before the riots. My only hope is that it’ll be easier to go somewhere other than DC. But many want to come and “protect” POTUS

Definitely no longer protests. Just strait up riots.

Persons at h and Vermont carrying riot shields and wearing riot helmets
and they will start arresting curfew violators

She should have had a

The curfew is 7pm tonight.

They are five hours past curfew

They are talking about why they have not been arrested for violating curfew and getting people to move out of the area. Talking about 16 and P

Threw a bottle said he should go get his gun

Bottle thrower

Also threw water bottle

Better pic of water bottle thrower

Fluid in spray bottle

Spray bottle location?

Water bottle thrower. Currently middle if the intersection 16th and H

The last water bottle came from one of these three

Male with backpack on back threw bleated bottle

Most of the people had left McPhearson when they started pushing the military

Army is exiting 16 and I. There is a large group at that location.

National Guard is mobilizing.

Looks like the national guard arrived at the Lincoln

National guard on their way up 17th

Tell (b) (7)(E) since national guard is there ....no protestors at all
National guard just came on line

National guard was just put on the line

(b) (7)(E) . They all either got dropped off or March to here from somewhere else

FYI (b) (7)(E) . Still clear here

(b) (7)(E).

(b) (7)(E)

Lol she was pepper separated

Any of you guys in(b) (7)(E)

Pepper deployed

Dude that got the pepper

Reports coming from us and UD is that at 17th and Penn protesters are trying to light a car on fire, throwing stuff at and CS gas

(b) (7)(E)

Gas deployed

Gas!

They just poured gas ok a road sign

(b) (7)(E)

Lots of folks with gas masks...just none with nice nylon holder. Lesson learned

Yeah. You will be CDU. (b) (7)(E) . We have been in that a a fair amount too.

Line is putting on gas masks
Looks like MPD deployed tear gas trying to get a location

(b) (7)(E)

This guy is heading west from WAMO. Leaf blower to “blow out tear gas”
Eating a quick breakfast, then I’ll head in and begin that

Thx

 Says there may be tons of riot stuff at , find out who has access, maybe IPU, and we can go access the inventory

Copy need some new helmets?
We need National Guard info should be available through Cpt. Murphy today, as he is running OPs.

There is a briefing everyday at noon.
Do you know what time lunch and dinner times are

(b) (4)
Sun, May 31, 8:51 PM

Tell my phone is dead...and no water for National Guard

He is aware.

Thank you.

I'm on the road about to deliver pepper balls and air to swat on East executive but I can...
when I get back

I don’t think he has access

Let me know if you go in route back

Sgt (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Wed, Jun 3, 1:47 AM

https://outlook.office365.com/mail/search/id/AAQkADhmZjA0NzZilTgyY2lNDlhtOC04YjdiLTBiNDQ5ZDQ2MjBmMwAQACbXvC93A8RMIpEypZuhdY...
When you get this, can you advise where the gas cards are for the rental vans.

Every van has a gas card that is in the vehicle.

Ok

We’re going to double check.
When you get this, can you advise where the gas cards are for the rental vans.

Every van has a gas card that is in the vehicle.

Ok

We’re going to double check.
A. Church

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 5/31 10:26 PM
too late St Johns Church is on fire

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 5/31 10:27 PM
Who the (b) (7)(C) sets a church on fire

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 5/31 10:27 PM
Fox News right at the church. No mention of that

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 5/31 10:28 PM
Brush fire at the church. Someone just stomped it out

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 5/31 10:38 PM
I actually had to talk (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) into where the fire was at st johns church. he was arguing me that it was the lodge house

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/1 6:57 PM
Hes going to the St Johns church

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/1 7:09 PM
is the church even unlocked?

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/1 7:10 PM
Church boarded up

6/2 9:29 PM
POTUS wants the St. John’s Church protected

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) Jun 2, 2020
Libby, Michael 6/2 9:30 PM
No one messing w/ church. Priest was out earlier.

Stock, Christopher 6/3 9:37 AM
I’m not gonna tell them but is FBI aware of the church gathering yet

B. Media

Many people not normally active on this early in the day have been going for over an hour now.

C. Journalist

No query search results

D. Reporter

No query search results

E. “Fake News”

No query search results

F. Camera

Bout to get his camera stolen

Are we ever going to be able to remote into the D1 cameras?

Both cameras are operational. Views aren’t that bad

Don’t have any live stream yet. Looking at and looks like we have traffic blocked.

I don’t have any yet. I’m still working off the local news and cameras
Camera shot of a bunch of people walking on.

You on but I'm looking at camera. Can't see past that one tree.

I'm on but I'm looking at the cameras. Also it looks like it froze so that might not be accurate.

Attacking a defenseless camera man.

Two USPP officers identified in possible assault on camera man put on light duty.

It's not, just saw a live camera shot on news. There was 100 in that alone.

Lafayette looks pretty clear.

CNN is going live from Lafayette Park and the feed just dropped so maybe.
National Guard arriving at Lafayette

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) May 31, 2020

Libby, Michael 6/1 6:14 PM
D/C goes to WFO. AG goes to Lafayette Park.

The AG appears to be sticking around at Lafayette Park

Well he's in Lafayette Park now.

AG leaving Lafayette Park

6/2 6:39 PM
Reports of a group possibly marching S/B on 16th St. NW approaching Lafayette Park. The group is possibly donning gas masks. Unconfirmed and unknown numbers. Received from MPD. I have already passed this information to the detail in the Park. Putting it out over the radio for situational awareness.

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) Jun 2, 2020
Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) Jun 2, 2020

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/2 11:29 AM

@MayorBowser is speaking now to address the #WashingtonDCProtests last night. Listen live @wamu885.

- 1Reply
- Retweet
- 1Like
- More options

Esther Ciammachilli @EstherOnDC

MPD Chief Peter Newsham: 54 arrests 17/1, over 100 near Swann St., about 300 near Judiciary Square.

- 1Reply
- Retweet
- Like
- More options
New-U.S. Park Police spokesman says a statement is forthcoming on the behavior of two officers Monday in Lafayette Park and what appears to be an assault on two journalists. @AmeliaBrace @fox5dc

Newsham: some officers were injured. A police car was set on fire as well. More info on arrests coming shortly. Violation of curfew, burglary and rioting were main reasons for arrests.
Report: Who gave order to use munitions against protesters in Lafayette Sq. Newsham: MPD was not involved. "I do not know circumstances." Bowser: I didn't see any provocation for dispersing protests.

https://twitter.com/EstherCinDC/status/1267838966188965896

twitter.com

Lafayette fence improvements IMG_2250.jpeg

Soooooo, AG Barr has directed to remove the bike rack from inside Lafayette that is not being utilized and to place it at the BOP line which now has FBI agents there as well. They are going to place it in

Post by (b) (5), (b) (7)(C)  Jun 3, 2020

H. Pennsylvania

East on Pennsylvania, toward Capitol.

I know of two marches. One @ 16 and k. One large one on Pennsylvania Ave at 4th Or 5th.
Libby, Michael 5/30 9:11 PM
Counter demo at 16th and k

Libby, Michael 5/30 9:18 PM
Just did it at 16th and H

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 5/30 9:27 PM
Little dumpster fire at 16th and H. Problem with not putting it out is now they’re going to have to find something to keep it going.

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 5/30 11:59 PM
Jack Valenti building; one north of Hay Adams 16th and i

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 5/31 10:24 PM
Fox News big fire at 16th and I with explosions also

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/1 6:14 PM
all I can get is 16th and U and it appears clear

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/1 7:48 PM
Not yet. Think it might be the group from Ben’s Chili Bowl. Fox 5 talking about possible escalation at 16th and I. Watching now.

6/1 7:49 PM
Copy. I am hearing about the group at 16th and I on the radio

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) Jun 1, 2020

6/2 6:31 PM
Getting reports of a group marching S/B 16th Street donning gas masks
Reports of a group possibly marching S/B on 16th St. NW approaching Lafayette Park. The group is possibly donning gas masks. Unconfirmed and unknown numbers. Received from MPD. I have already passed this information to the detail in the Park. I is putting it out over the radio for situational awareness.

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7) (C) Jun 2, 2020

(b) (6), (b) (7) (C) 6/2 8:24 PM
Sorry I was close, 16th ans S N.W.

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7) (C) Jun 2, 2020

(b) (6), (b) (7) (C) 6/2 9:20 PM
Amazed the lights at 16th and H have not been broken yet.

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7) (C) Jun 3, 2020

(b) (6), (b) (7) (C) 6/3 4:33 PM
As an acceptable video of and A bit blurry.

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7) (C) Jun 3, 2020

Libby, Michael 6/3 6:45 PM
They are about four deep on 16th.

Libby, Michael 6/3 7:18 PM
I don’t think they’ll lose 16th but it’s gonna be ugly. A lot of equipment they can’t afford to lose.
Libby, Michael  6/3 7:42 PM
Big crowd on 16th.

(b) (7)(E)

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)  Jun 3, 2020

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)  6/3 8:18 PM
Traffic can at 16th and u with traffic flowing

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)  6/3 10:46 PM
Can this be accurate? Jordan Lambert: Approx 100 still at 16th & I

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)  6/3 11:37 PM
Lost the feed for the (b) (7)(E)

J. President
K. "Looters" or "Looting"

5/31 4:56 PM
I love how everyone is saying that none of the looters are local people. It's like talking to my kids. Wasn't anyone here. It was the boogie man.

5/31 9:54 PM
Rachel DeLange 4: (U//LES) reports of breaking glass and looting at Mazza Gallerie in Friendship Heights

5/31 10:32 PM
WFO reports looting at H st Walmart

5/31 11:31 PM
Looting in G'Town
Looting on K st.

Looting and fires set in building at 1722 I st.

George Floyd's brother is live on CNN calling for protests to continue but no more violence or looting. He made a really good point when he said "if I'm not out there stealing stuff, what the hell are you people doing out there?"

"Black Lives Matter" or "BLM"

Right now the only two known events. We have are the BLM march from Howard University (march starts at 1400 hours) to the White House. Next event is starting at WAMO at 1600 and eventually moving to LMC @ 1900 hours.

In a little thread I just read (rhymes, rapper now) Anonymous claims that it is 'investigating' all the dcblackout stuff with BLM tags etc. saying it is prob. some kind of botnet putting out false info.

Any information on BLM post asking for supplies to be dropped at 500 Indiana Ave NW. Asking for food and a tent.

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) Jun 2, 2020

M. Antifa

Just got a Fox News alert that POTUS is going to have Antifa designated as a terror organization. I'm sure that's going to be making the rounds today!
For what it is worth:

Jack Posobiec
@JackPosobiec

BREAKING: DC Antifa heading to White House within the hour

7:11pm - 31 May 2020 - Twitter for iPhone

Just got off the phone with a friend of a friend on Facebook posted an Antifa Manual that was accidentally dropped by a protester at a demo in Oregon over the weekend. Interestingly enough the recovered manual had the exact same coffee mug stain as the Antifa Manual that was accidentally dropped by a protester in Baltimore a few years ago.

A lot of condemnation and pointing the finger at ANTIFA

Def. some ANTIFA in that group though. They are now approaching WAMO /WWII visitor center

Libby, Michael 6/2 7:29 PM
Antifa has been put over radio

The first I think is the antifa one but not sure
Antifa strolling on the north side of H St. Politicalite stream

Personally I saw no Antifa-type characters in the crowd. Guess I didn’t before either because the FBI said there wasn’t any. Copy on your mileage. Other than that it was peaceful with only the laser incidents as far as I know.

crowd changed at dark, got more in your face and agitated but no CD or disorderly I could see. NO antifa types.

URGENT: National Guard helicopter flying in air with large ball of Water toward protesters on the Highway 35 W in Minneapolis.
BREAKING: President Trump moved to underground bunker as riot mobs advance on White House

Jack Posobiec (@JackPosobiec) | Twitter
twitter.com

Yeah now (b) (7)(C) is calling it a riot instead of a protest. Go figure.

It would have been a riot if his car was on fire.

Reports of 82nd Airborne Division out of Ft. Bragg staging to mobilize to Twin Cities.

https://twitter.com/AmericanHawkTPJ
@MayorBowser is speaking now to address the #WashingtonDCProtests last night. Listen live @wamu885.

- 1Reply
- Retweet
- Like
- More options

Esther Ciammachilli

MPD Chief Peter Newsham: 54 arrests 17/1, over 100 near Swann St., about 300 near Judiciary Square.

- 1Reply
- Retweet
- Like
- More options

Esther Ciammachilli

Newsham: some officers were injured. A police car was set on fire as well. More info on arrests coming shortly. Violation of curfew, burglary and rioting were main reasons for arrests.

- 1Reply
- Retweet
- Like
- More options

@EstherCnDC
O. Curfew

Mayor Bowser is ordering a citywide curfew for the District of Columbia from 11:00 p.m. on Sunday, May 31, until 6:00 a.m. on Monday, June 1. She has also activated the DC National Guard to support the Metropolitan Police Department.

So we have three groups. Does know about curfew?
1,000,000 question is what do you think happens when curfew rolls around? Do we clear the park?

Assuming POTUS doesn't finish before curfew time do we clear the park?

twitter saying DC now with 1900 curfew.

If POTUS doesn't finish before curfew time do we clear the park?

Muriel Bowser #StayHomeDC at 7 pm

I imposed a curfew at 7pm. A full 25 minutes before the curfew & w/o provocation, federal police used munitions on peaceful protestors in front of the White House, an act that will make the job of @DCPoliceDept officers more difficult. Shameful DC residents — Go home. Be safe.

https://twitter.com/MurielBowser
MayorBowser is speaking now to address the #WashingtonDCProtests last night. Listen live @wamu885.

Esther Ciammachilli

MPD Chief Peter Newsham: 54 arrests 17/I, over 100 near Swann St., about 300 near Judiciary Square.
Newsham: some officers were injured. A police car was set on fire as well. More info on arrests coming shortly. Violation of curfew, burglary and rioting were main reasons for arrests.

- Reply
- Retweet
- Like
- More options

Reporter: Who gave order to use munitions against protesters in Lafayette Sq. Newsham: MPD was not involved. "I do not know circumstances." Bowser: I didn't see any provocation for dispersing protests.

https://twitter.com/EstherCinDC/status/1267838966188965896

1000 protesters at the Lincoln. Sitting in plaza. USCP intel in the group advise protesters are remaining until curfew. Chanting see you tomorrow
organizer at 141 very dynamic. said he's really going to try to get the group done by curfew. Keeps the group calm and together.

Libby, Michael  6/2 7:08 PM
(b) (5)

Libby, Michael  6/3 12:22 PM
New - DC curfew moved back to 2300hrs.....

Libby, Michael  6/3 9:27 PM
(b) (5)

P. Kettle

No Matches for search query

Q. Bottle

so he said except for the graffiti and throwing the water bottle at the cops, everything has been on the up and up.

Libby, Michael  6/2 7:13 PM
Crowd shouted down the guy in the light pole. Threw bottles at him.

R. "George Floyd"

In searching "George Floyd" in [b] (7) (E) I found a few other demos in the NCR (Arlington, Severna Park, etc) but nothing else that should effect our AOR.
George Floyd's brother is live on CNN calling for protests to continue but no more violence or looting. He made a really good point when he said "if I'm not out there stealing stuff, what the hell are you people doing out there?"
3 other Minneapolis police officers charged in George Floyd’s death...

Minnesota Attorney General Keith Ellison is increasing charges against now-fired Minneapolis police Officer Derek Chauvin to second-degree murder in the death of George Floyd.

---

**Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) Jun 3, 2020**

S. **Boogaloo**

*No matches for search query*

T. **Supremacists**

*No matches for search query*

U. **“Proud Boy”**

*No matches for search query*

V. **War**

*No matches for search query*

W. **“Barr” or “Attorney General”**

6/3 7:08 PM

Sooooo. AG Barr has directed to remove the bike rack from inside Lafayette that is not being utilized and to place it at the BOP line which now has FBI agents there as well. They are going to place it in... (b) (5) (b) (5)

---

**X. “Military” or “army” or “National Guard”**

6/3 7:03 PM

protesters believe that the National Guard has been deployed in DC.
6/1 6:08 PM
AG, Joint Chief, Director, SWAT, and Military are here.

**Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) Jun 1, 2020**

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/1 8:47 PM
About the group that was heading to Lincoln and then a military civilian asked me a question about loaner comms, pushed him right to Lamond.

5/30 9:04 PM
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) National Guard on the quadrant of the (b) (7)(E).

**Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) May 30, 2020**

5/31 8:00 PM
National Guard arriving at (b) (7)(E).

**Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) May 31, 2020**

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 5/31 11:30 PM
National guard being harassed holding the line on H street and 17th.

6/1 7:23 PM
We have a Sgt. SSP Officers: MWAA SWAT with less lethal, and National guard to secure the monuments (b) (7)(C), (b) (5) and FBI SWAT are standing by to secure the national mall.

6/1 9:09 PM
He was (b) (5).

(b) (5)

6/1 9:31 PM
National Guard on scene at 14th and Swann.
Disregard. It is military. We have the downlink here at WFO.

Military. There were two.

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)  Jun 1, 2020

Will do after he is done with his USSS National Guard brief.

National Guard on S side correct?

National Guard is bringing in blocking vehicles.

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)  Jun 3, 2020

That looks like active duty Army. One guy has a 101st ABN patch on.

Y. Helicopter

Yikes

US Riot Updates
@QuarantineTrac1

URGENT: National Guard helicopter flying in air with large ball of Water toward protesters on the Highway 35.
We just peppered people in Farragut

Somebody should make a note....order more pepper spray.

Put a little pepper in that sole and the crowd will clear out some.

Heard the pepper ball.
Guy on Fox just stated he threw tear gas back. Got drilled by pepper balls.
Doing our next brief and we are getting information from MPD that there is a group at 15th and H st donning gas masks. I will advise units in the park for situational awareness.

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)  Jun 2, 2020

Any more word on the gas mask people?

c.c. Munition

Muriel Bowser #StayHomeDC at 7 pm

I imposed a curfew at 7pm. A full 25 minutes before the curfew & w/o provocation, federal police used munitions on peaceful protestors in front of the White House, an act that will make the job of DCPoliceDept officers more difficult. Shameful! DC residents — Go home. Be safe.

6/1 7:23 PM
(b) (5)
Reporter: Who gave order to use munitions against protesters in Lafayette Sq. Newsham: MPD was not involved. "I do not know circumstances." Bowser: I didn't see any provocation for dispersing protests.
A. Church

5/31 10:26 PM
(1) too late St Johns Church is on fire

5/31 10:27 PM
(1) Who the (2) sets a church on fire

5/31 10:27 PM
(1) Fox News right at the church. No mention of that

5/31 10:28 PM
(1) Brush fire at the church. Someone just stomped it out

5/31 10:38 PM
(1) I actually had to talk into where the fire was at st johns church. he was arguing me that it was the lodge house

6/1 6:57 PM
(1) Hes going to the St Johns church

6/1 7:09 PM
(1) is the church even unlocked?

6/1 7:10 PM
(1) Church boarded up

6/2 9:29 PM
(1) POTUS wants the St. John’s Church protected

Post by (1) Jun 2, 2020
Libby, Michael 6/2 9:30 PM
No one messing w/ church. Priest was out earlier.

Stock, Christopher 6/3 9:37 AM
I’m not gonna tell them but is FBI aware of the church gathering yet

B. Media

Many people not normally active on this early in the day have been going for over an hour now.

C. Journalist

No query search results

D. Reporter

No query search results

E. “Fake News”

No query search results

F. Camera

Bout to get his camera stolen

Are we ever going to be able to remote into the D1 cameras?

Both cameras are operational. Views aren’t that bad

Don’t have any live stream yet. Looking at and looks like we have traffic blocked.

I don’t have any yet. I’m still working off the local news and cameras
Camera shot of a bunch walking on.

You on? I am looking at camera. Can't see past that one tree.

I'm on but I'm looking at the cameras. Also it looks like it froze so that might not be accurate.

Attacking a defenseless camera man.

Two USPP officers identified in possible assault on camera man put on light duty.

It's not, just saw a live camera shot on news. There was 100 in that alone.

Libby looks pretty clear.

Lt. any reason why we think we think we

CNN is going live from Lafayette Park and the feed just dropped sp maybe
5/31 8:00 PM
National Guard arriving at (b) (7)(E)

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) May 31, 2020

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/1 6:11 PM
Maybe that’s why [b] (5)

(b) (5)

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/1 6:14 PM
Libby, Michael
D/C goes to WFO. AG goes to Lafayette Park.

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/1 6:17 PM
The AG appears to be sticking around at Lafayette Park

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/1 6:21 PM
Well he’s in Lafayette Park now.

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/1 6:23 PM
AG leaving Lafayette Park

6/2 6:39 PM
Reports of a group possibly marching S/B on 16th St. NW approaching Lafayette Park. The group is possibly donning gas masks. Unconfirmed and unknown numbers. Received from MPD. I have already passed this information to the detail in the Park. We are putting it out over the radio for situational awareness.

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) Jun 2, 2020
Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) Jun 2, 2020

@MayorBowser is speaking now to address the #WashingtonDCProtests last night. Listen live @wamu885.

Esther Ciammachilli

MPD Chief Peter Newsham: 54 arrests 17/I, over 100 near Swann St., about 300 near Judiciary Square.
New-U.S. Park Police spokesman says a statement is forthcoming on the behavior of two officers Monday in Lafayette Park and what appears to be an assault on two journalists. @AmeliaBrace @fox5dc

Esther Ciammachilli

Newsham: some officers were injured. A police car was set on fire as well. More info on arrests coming shortly. Violation of curfew, burglary and rioting were main reasons for arrests.
Reporter: Who gave order to use munitions against protesters in Lafayette Sq. Newsham: MPD was not involved. "I do not know circumstances." Bowser: I didn’t see any provocation for dispersing protests.

https://twitter.com/EstherCinDC/status/1267838966188965896

twitter.com

Stock, Christopher 6/3 6:10 PM
Lafayette fence improvements IMG_2250.jpeg

6/3 7:08 PM
Soooooo, AG Barr has directed to remove the bike rack from inside Lafayette that is not being utilized and to place it at the BOP line which now has FBI agents there as well. They are going to place it in

(b) (5)

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) Jun 3, 2020

H. Pennsylvania

Libby, Michael 6/2 5:31 PM
East on Pennsylvania, toward Capitol.

Libby, Michael 6/2 5:47 PM
I know of two marches. One @ 16 and k. One large one on Pennsylvania Ave at 4th Or 5th.
I. 16th

Libby, Michael 5/30 9:11 PM
Counter demo at 16th and k

Libby, Michael 5/30 9:18 PM
Just did it at 16th and H

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 5/30 9:27 PM
Little dumpster fire at 16th and H. Problem with not putting it out is now they’re going to have to find something to keep it going.

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 5/30 11:59 PM
Jack Valenti building; one north of Hay Adams 16th and i

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 5/31 10:24 PM
Fox News big fire at 16th and I with explosions also

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/1 6:14 PM
all I can get is 16th and U and it appears clear

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/1 7:48 PM
Not yet. Think it might be the group from Ben’s Chili Bowl. Fox 5 talking about possible escalation at 16th and I. Watching now.

6/1 7:49 PM
Copy. I am hearing about the group at 16th and I on the radio

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) Jun 1, 2020

6/2 6:31 PM
Getting reports of a group marching S/8 16th Street donning gas masks
6/2 6:39 PM
Reports of a group possibly marching S/B on 16th St. NW approaching Lafayette Park. The group is possibly donning gas masks. Unconfirmed and unknown numbers. Received from MPD. I have already passed this information to the detail in the Park. (b), (6), (b), (7)(C) is putting it out over the radio for situational awareness.

6/2 7:28 PM
16th and I 30 Black Bloc and 13 Antifa on Bikes. Car pass this to the CP and detail

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) Jun 2, 2020

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/2 8:24 PM
Sorry I was close, 16th ans S N.W.

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/2 9:20 PM
Amazed the lights at 16th and H have not been broken yet

6/3 1:55 PM
Protesters at the BOP Line Live Stream @ 16th and I

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) Jun 3, 2020

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/3 4:33 PM
They have an acceptable video of and A bit blurry.

6/3 6:07 PM
Is it 16th and Mass?

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) Jun 3, 2020

Libby, Michael 6/3 6:45 PM
They are about four deep on 16th.

Libby, Michael 6/3 7:18 PM
I don’t think they’ll lose 16th but it’s gonna be ugly. A lot of equipment they can’t afford to lose.
Libby, Michael 6/3 7:42 PM
Big crowd on 16th.

(b) (7)(E)

Group at 16th and I

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) Jun 3, 2020

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/3 8:18 PM
Traffic can at 16th and u with traffic flowing

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/3 10:46 PM
Can this be accurate? Jordan Lambert: Approx 100 still at 16th & I

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/3 11:37 PM
lost the feed for the (b) (7)(E)

J. President
Jack Posobiec

BREAKING: President Trump moved to underground bunker as riot mobs advance on White House

@JackPosobiec

The latest Tweets from Jack Posobiec (@JackPosobiec), China analyst, Mandarin linguist, Veteran intel officer, Catholic, Sci-fi aesthetic.

twitter.com

President Trump will be addressing the nation at 6:15 PM EST

K. "Looters" or "Looting"

I love how everyone is saying that none of the looters are local people. It's like talking to my kids. Wasn't anyone here. It was the boogie man.

Rachel DeLange 4: (U//LES) reports of breaking glass and looting at Mazza Gallerie in Friendship Heights

WFO reports looting at H st Walmart

Looting in G'Town
Looting on K st.

Looting and fires set in building at 1722 I st.

George Floyd's brother is live on CNN calling for protests to continue but no more violence or looting. He made a really good point when he said "if I'm not out there stealing stuff, what the hell are you people doing out there?"

"Black Lives Matter" or "BLM"

Right now the only two known events. We have are the BLM march from Howard University (march starts at 1400 hours) to the White House. Next event is starting at WAMO at 1600 and eventually moving to LMC @ 1900 hours.

In a little thread I just read (rhymes, rapper now) Anonymous claims that it is 'investigating' all the dcblackout stuff with BLM tags etc. saying it is prob. some kind of botnet putting out false info.

Any information on BLM post asking for supplies to be dropped at 500 Indiana Ave NW. Asking for food and a tent

Post by (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Jun 2, 2020

M. Antifa

Just got a Fox News alert that POTUS is going to have Antifa designated as a terror organization. I'm sure that's going to be making the rounds today!
For what it is worth:

Jack Posobiec

BREAKING: DC Antifa heading to White House within the hour

Just got off the phone with He called to let me know that a friend of a friend on Facebook posted an Antifa Manual that was accidentally dropped by a protester at a demo in Oregon over the weekend. Interestingly enough the recovered manual had the exact same coffee mug stain as the Antifa Manual that was accidentally dropped by a protester in Baltimore a few years ago.

A lot of condemnation and pointing the finger at ANTIFA

Def. some ANTIFA in that group though. They are now approaching WAMO /WWII visitor center

Post by Libby, Michael 6/2 7:29 PM

Antifa has been put over radio

The first I think is the antifa one but not sure
Antifa strolling on the north side of H St. Politicalite stream

Personally I saw no Antifa-type characters in the crowd. Guess I didn’t before either because the FBI said there wasn’t any. Copy on your mileage. Other than that it was peaceful with only the laser incidents as far as I know.

Libby, Michael 6/3 11:42 PM
crowd changed at dark, got more in your face and agitated but no CD or disorderly I could see. NO antifa types.

ML

Yikes

US Riot Updates

URGENT: National Guard helicopter flying in air with large ball of Water toward protesters on the Highway 35 W in Minneapolis.

US Riot Updates (@QuarantineTrac1) | Twitter

The latest Tweets from US Riot Updates (@QuarantineTrac1). Hi. I am here to inform about the current violent protests across the US. My backup incase i get suspended

twitter.com
BREAKING: President Trump moved to underground bunker as riot mobs advance on White House

Jack Posobiec (@JackPosobiec) | Twitter

taxtter.com

Yeah now (b) (7)(C) is calling it a riot instead of a protest. Go figure

6/1 12:00 AM
It would have been a riot if his car was on fire

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) | Jun 1, 2020

U. S. Patriotic Persistence Retweeted

US Riot Updates (@QuarantineTrac1) | Twitter
Reports of 82nd Airborne Division out of Ft. Bragg staging to mobilize to Twin Cities.
https://twitter.com/AmericanHawkTPJ
@MayorBowser is speaking now to address the #WashingtonDCProtests last night. Listen live @wamu885.

- 1Reply
- Retweet
- 1Like
- More options

Esther Ciammachilli

MPD Chief Peter Newsham: 54 arrests 17/1, over 100 near Swann St., about 300 near Judiciary Square.

- 1Reply
- Retweet
- Like
- More options

Esther Ciammachilli

Newsham: some officers were injured. A police car was set on fire as well. More info on arrests coming shortly. Violation of curfew, burglary and rioting were main reasons for arrests.

- 1Reply
- Retweet
- Like
- More options
**O. Curfew**

Mayor Bowser is ordering a citywide curfew for the District of Columbia from 11:00 p.m. on Sunday, May 31, until 6:00 a.m. on Monday, June 1. She has also activated the DC National Guard to support the Metropolitan Police Department.

---

So we have three groups. Does know about curfew?
1,000,000 question is what do you think happens when curfew rolls around? Do we clear the park?

Assuming POTUS doesn’t finish before curfew time do we?

I imposed a curfew at 7pm. A full 25 minutes before the curfew & w/o provocation, federal police used munitions on peaceful protestors in front of the White House, an act that will make the job of @DCPoliceDept officers more difficult. Shameful DC residents — Go home. Be safe.

Muriel Bowser #StayHomeDC at 7 pm

See less

https://twitter.com/MurielBowser

twitter.com
@MayorBowser is speaking now to address the #WashingtonDCProtests last night. Listen live @wamu885.

- 1Reply
- Retweet
- 1Like
- More options

Esther Ciammachilli
@EstherCitOC

MPD Chief Peter Newsham: 54 arrests 17/l, over 100 near Swann St., about 300 near Judiciary Square.

- 1Reply
- Retweet
- Like
- More options
Newsham: some officers were injured. A police car was set on fire as well. More info on arrests coming shortly. Violation of curfew, burglary and rioting were main reasons for arrests.

Reporter: Who gave order to use munitions against protesters in Lafayette Sq. Newsham: MPD was not involved. "I do not know circumstances." Bowser: I didn't see any provocation for dispersing protests.
**P. Kettle**

*No Matches for search query*

**Q. Bottle**

so he said except for the graffiti and throwing the water bottle at the cops, everything has been on the up and up.

**R. “George Floyd”**

In searching “George Floyd” I found a few other demos in the NCR (Arlington, Sevanna Park, etc) but nothing else that should effect our AOR.
George Floyd's brother is live on CNN calling for protests to continue but no more violence or looting. He made a really good point when he said "if I'm not out there stealing stuff, what the hell are you people doing out there."
Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) Jun 3, 2020

S. Boogaloo

No matches for search query

T. Supremacists

No matches for search query

U. “Proud Boy”

No matches for search query

V. War

No matches for search query

W. “Barr” or “Attorney General”

6/3 2:45 PM

3 other Minneapolis police officers charged in George Floyd’s death...

Minneso ta Attorney General Keith Ellison is increasing charges against now-fired Minneapolis police Officer Derek Chauvin to second-degree murder in the death of

www.fox5dc.com

X. “Military” or “army” or “National Guard”

6/3 7:08 PM
Sooooo. AG Barr has directed to remove the bike rack from inside Lafayette that is not being utilized and to place it at the BOP line which now has FBI agents there as well. They are going to place it in

(b) (5)
(b) (5)

protesters believe that the National Guard has been deployed in DC
6/1 6:08 PM
AG, Joint Chief, Director, SWAT, and Military are here.

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) Jun 1, 2020

6/1 8:47 PM
About the group that was heading to Lincoln and then a military civilian asked me a question about loaner comms, pushed him right to Lamond.

5/30 9:04 PM
DC National Guard on the quadrant of the

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) May 30, 2020

5/31 8:00 PM
National Guard arriving at

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) May 31, 2020

5/31 11:30 PM
National guard being harassed holding the line on H street and 17th

6/1 7:23 PM
We have a Sgt. SSPD Officers. MWAA SWAT with less lethal, and national guard to secure the monuments. FBI SWAT are standing by to secure the national mall.

6/1 9:09 PM
He was...

6/1 9:31 PM
National Guard on scene at 14th and Swann.
Disregard. It is military. We have the downlink here at WFO.

Military. There were two.

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) Jun 1, 2020

Will do after he is done with his USSS National Guard brief.

National Guard on S side correct?

National Guard is bringing in blocking vehicles

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) Jun 3, 2020

Libby, Michael 6/3 7:20 PM
That looks like active duty Army. One guy has a 101st ABN patch on.

That looks like active duty Army. One guy has a 101st ABN patch on.

Y. Helicopter

Yikes.
US Riot Updates
@QuarantineTrac1

URGENT: National Guard helicopter flying in air with large ball of Water toward protesters on the Highway 35

See more
Z. Pepper

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 5/30 9:17 PM
We just peppered people in Farragut

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 5/30 9:20 PM
Somebody should make a note.....order more pepper spray.

Libby, Michael 5/31 9:40 PM
Put a little pepper in that sole and the crowd will clear out some.

Libby, Michael 5/31 10:26 PM
Heard the pepper ball.
Guy on Fox just stated he threw tear gas back. Got drilled by pepper balls

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) May 30, 2020

Guy on Fox just stated he threw tear gas back. Got drilled by pepper balls

Getting reports of a group marching S/B 16th Street donning gas masks

Reports of a group possibly marching S/B on 16th St. NW approaching Lafayette Park. The group is possibly donning gas masks. Unconfirmed and unknown numbers. Received from MPD. I have already passed this information to the detail in the Park. Putting it out over the radio for situational awareness.
Doing our next brief and we are getting information from MPD that there is a group at 15th and H st donning gas masks. I will advise units in the park for situational awareness

Post by (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) Jun 2, 2020

Any more word on the gas mask people?

c.c. Munition

Muriel Bowser #StayHomeDC at 7 pm

E imposed a curfew at 7pm. A full 25 minutes before the curfew & w/o provocation, federal police used munitions on peaceful protestors in front of the White House, an act that will make the job of DCPoliceDept officers more difficult. Shameful! DC residents — Go home. Be safe.

https://twitter.com/MurielBowser

d.d. Non-Lethal

No matches for search query

e.e. Lethal
Report: Who gave order to use munitions against protesters in Lafayette Sq. Newsham: MPD was not involved. "I do not know circumstances." Bowser: I didn't see any provocation for dispersing protests.
(b) (7)(E), (b) (7)(C), (b) (6)
#dcprotest park police helping one of the leaders of the march 💯❤️🙏 #BlackLivesMatterDC https://t.co/KwWBu7BD0L

jameslie 🌍❤️💕 🗣️
twitter.com

Patrol EMT Program in action!

From (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Just trying to make the connection for the document needed to
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

(b) (7)(E)
not sure if u still have the same work cell, but just in case, I wanted to offer to assist with the horses if you can use the help during these crazy riots. If it would help to have someone come in groom horses, before or after, wash saddle pads, medicate, anything that will give officers n horses a break, I will make myself available. (b) (7)(E)
break, I will make myself available. but I can make it into if that is where u need help. Just let me know. If not now, just know I am thinking of all of you, stay safe....

Same number. Thanks. We’ve been using all the
been doing pm feed and turnout for us.

They haven’t used us at all. A protestors through fireworks at us. The big 4th of July style from h st. Everybody is disheartened to say the
Everybody is disheartened to say the least.

Well that is a damn shame. Hope is ok. I have seen FB posts and it sounds like u guys r working a lot of hours. If u find anything u think I can help you out with, especially at please let me know.
Let me know how I can help you all today

Thanks. For starters you can (b) (7)(E) 😊

But if you can do the (b) (7)(E) again today that would be great (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E)
Well I will get right on the rioting!

I stayed up watching til 2330. Crazy. I will take care of feeding no problem. Also if you leave (b) (7)(E), I can bring in as well

Sun, May 31, 1:11 PM

Great. Thank you very much!
Yep, we can pull water buckets from stalls that have 2. now so we can go to one water bucket each for the day and just refill often.

I will be stopping before I get in, I have to

Ok
Uniform is exterior vests, helmets with faceshields, gas masks all riot gear for you and your horse.

It is going to be a long day. Bring food and water.

Who has (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
called me and gave me a summary of all that happened last night. Stated to make sure all of hmp have riot gear ready to go so it doesn’t take 2 hours and may/may not be called upon Just Fyi She didn’t mention...
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

11 People

2101 hours

(b) (7)(C), (b) (6)

Water bottle thrower.
site now.

Water bottle stash. For throwing.
is in Stafford. The vet has this and out other meds she says, if we wanna pick them up. 20 tabs a day is gonna equal a lot of bottles of the human version. I know no one can be spared now for that run, but do we know anyone who comes in from near (b) (7)(E), (b) (7)(F)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Water bottles stashed center of H street and right if center for throwing direction reference.

20–30 ppl in enclosed area rear of comfort station.
(b) (6), (b) (7) (C)

1323 hours.

Murphy J

(b) (7) (E)

(b) (7) (E)
(Electronic Records) Records Request - FOIA-20-CV-1888 (PEER) - DUE by THURSDAY, September 3, 2020

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @nps.gov>

Wed 9/2/2020 12:27 PM
To: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @nps.gov>
Cc: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @nps.gov;

Hello,

Here is what I found in my electronic messages regarding the FOIA request. There are two different exchanges that contained the relevant keywords for the dates provided.

First exchange from June 1, 2020 between 1303 and 1912 hours. The conversation is with NPS Ford's Theatre Manager Jeffrey Jones asking about the security at Ford's Theatre. Keywords "church" and "Lafayette"

![Conversation image]

Second exchange from June 3, 2020 at 1639 hours. The conversation is with USPP Lt. where I asked him if the Major is or up at Lafayette Park. Keyword "Lafayette"
Please let me know if you need more information.

**Sgt. (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)**

US Park Police Icon Protection Unit

Desk: 202-914-2260
Cell: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Re: [EXTERNAL] USPP Eagle 1 Downlink

Sun 5/31/2020 1:29 PM
To: @nps.gov>

Unfortunately, the server we use to distribute the downlink feed is down. We are downlinking direct to our mobile command bus.

TSD had a rep here last night and we expect someone back again today. We can probably accommodate another body from your shop if that helps.

Lt. Koehler and I are both assigned to mobile command, and will be here for the duration.

Get Outlook for iOS
Re: [EXTERNAL] Fwd: FBI UAS Systems for 6/02

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @nps.gov>

Tue 6/2/2020 7:32 PM

To: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @usss.dhs.gov>

Got it. Thanks!

Get Outlook for iOS
Eagle 1 currently up downtown. (b) (7)(E), probably another 20-30 minutes.

Will be up periodically for the duration of the event.

Thanks!

Get Outlook for iOS
Re: [EXTERNAL] June 3rd flight ops plan

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)  @nps.gov>

Wed 6/3/2020 1:33 AM

To: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (NSB) (FBI) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (SOD) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @fbi.gov>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (USP) (FBI) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @dc.gov>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (USP) (FBI) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @dhs.gov>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (CIA) (FBI) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @fbi.gov>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (NWP) (FBI) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @nps.gov>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (MPD) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @dc.gov>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (SOD) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @fbi.gov>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (SOD) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @dhs.gov>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (SOD) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @fbi.gov>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (SOD) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @dhs.gov>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (SOD) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @fbi.gov>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (SOD) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @fbi.gov>

Cc: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (SOD) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @fbi.gov>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (SOD) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @fbi.gov>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (SOD) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @fbi.gov>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (SOD) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @fbi.gov>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (SOD) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @fbi.gov>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (SOD) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @fbi.gov>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (SOD) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @fbi.gov>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (SOD) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @fbi.gov>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (SOD) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @fbi.gov>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (SOD) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @fbi.gov>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (SOD) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @fbi.gov>

Agency: us park police
Launch time: recurring
End time: recurring
Asset type: bell 412
Altitude:
Location: White House and surrounding area
POC: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Get Outlook for iOS
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)@icloud.com>

Tue 9/1/2020 3:07 PM
To: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)@nps.gov>

1 attachments (379 bytes)
ATT00001.txt;

This email has been received from outside of DOI - Use caution before clicking on links, opening attachments, or responding.

Verizon LTE 3:06 PM 65%

Add and share your name and photo
Set Up...

iMessage
Wed, Jun 3, 12:27 PM

Maj. Daleske - linking you up with maj. Wilson, who is our national guard liaison.

If you can brief him on your relief plan, he can give you guidance on bringing them in.
This email has been received from outside of DOI - Use caution before clicking on links, opening attachments, or responding.

Add and share your name and photo

process, and are trying to figure out coverage. Do you know what time the exam is expected to start and end?

Thanks!

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Wed, Jun 3, 12:41 PM

(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Delivered

Copy thank u. Will advise u further on what I get
(b) (7)(E), (b) (5)
(b) (7)(E), (b) (5)
(b) (7)(E), (b) (5)
is (b) (7)(F) (b) (7)(F) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) Can I (b) (7)(E), (b) (5) (b) (7)(E), (b) (5) (b) (7)(E), (b) (5) (b) (7)(E), (b) (5) (b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)

If something
happens and they lose the bodies I will disregard the ask.

We will coordinate in the morning

Wed, Jun 3, 10:52 PM

Start demob? Or we hangin to make sure it doesn’t pop off in an hour

Thu, Jun 4, 11:20 PM

Call me when free
You tracking 5PM call for ShutdownDC at Lafayette

M Adamchkik

No. Murphy and Wilson are the IC

MA

Yes. 5 and then another call for the (b) (7)(E)

I’m guessing a bunch of those people came
Also just for everyone’s radar, tomorrow 0930 demo at Freedom Plaza and then march to Capitol

Looks like several hundred marching north on 14th, passing K now.

Tue, Jun 2, 5:51 PM

One of the groups
and here is a list of resources tentatively assigned to you today for (b) (7)(E), (b) (7)(F). If
Just to let you guys know I’ll use this text thread to pass information to you about 1000 protesters they tried rocking the fence to test it we have DPS on the line with Car police once I get a count I’ll send you the exact assets that are on site. 11 USC 20 Marshall’s
4 People

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

MJ

Wilson

I’m attempting to get up through East exec

Copy.
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E), (b) (7)(F)
Murphy J

(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

walking up to 17th and Penn and will check Lafayette Park out. Shouldn’t have any issues getting through with USSS UD. Do you want me to meet her?

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

You got it
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

(b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E), (b) (7)(F)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
All good people are being transported from Lafayette to Medstar. I’m looking to be useful instead of just sitting around in case someone goes to GW. I’ll help out in the park or logistics, or command, or whatever else you might need to get...
or command, or whatever else you might need to get organized. Just cut me loose and tell me what I can do to help.

M Adamchik

Copy. If we don’t reach back to you for an assignment call me later. We are looking at what resources we have for other areas.
resources we have for other areas

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Copy. Standing by around the ellipse area.

Tue, Jun 2, 12:32 AM

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Packing up and heading back to AOF. When and where would you like me tomorrow?
I talked to Monahan. Told him we need
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)

Have (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
do short term rentals
term rentals

I’m having the park figure it. NAMA is goona work on it.

I saw

Golf carts from survey would work

Tue, Jun 2, 9:01 AM

I forgot to ask you to not use your car Bluetooth yesterday for the conference call. It sounded bad.
U.S. Department of the Interior
My DOI Career's Most Recent Deployments!...
Tell me that is not at Johns church

No

Bathroom in Lafayette Park

Tue, Jun 2, 1:43 AM
Sir this is CPT (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) We would like to request the (b) (7)(E), (b) (7)(F) (b) (7)(E) Would that be possible for us to (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) Thank you.

That is fine

(b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E)
DC Fire on MC looking for a photo of Lafayette Park, if you can provide.
SGT is picking pizza for
Stay safe

M Adamchik

Awesome

now the delivery man
With all due respect gents, why have we not pushed the
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E), (b) (7)(F)
(b) (7)(E), (b) (7)(F)
(b) (7)(E), (b) (7)(F)

(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E), (b) (7)(F)
(b) (7)(E), (b) (7)(F)
(b) (7)(E), (b) (7)(F)
We cannot allow them to burn our homes. We will have a repeat of last 2 nights with those bricks as lethal weapons. Please make this happen before it’s too late.

Good luck and be
(b) (7)(C), (b) (6)
and equipment, was it analyzed by USSS to try and identify it?

Sun, May 31, 7:44 PM

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Mayor Bowser just instituted a curfew at 11PM

M Adamchik

Copy

Sun, May 31, 9:07 PM

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
For the reported flammable liquid thrown at officers and equipment, was it analyzed by USSS to try and identify it?

Sun, May 31, 7:44 PM

Mayor Bowser just instituted a curfew at 11PM

M Adamchik
Hey it’s Fennelly. Do you have (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E)

Good morning Capt. (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) do you guys have?

I think the (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

(b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)

Stand by

SWAT is not sure about (b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)

We can (b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)
We (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E). That’s what (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E). That’s what (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E)

I think most of the (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E)

Stand by trying to work something out for you
Ok so you can take
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)

Ask for (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
That is (b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)

Ask for (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (7)(E)

Outstanding.

Passing the info to SWAT Sergeant
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Delivered
They’re bringing out food and drink, perhaps anticipating another large crowd.
Brother of George Floyd live on CNN calling for protest to continue but to stop the looting and violence. We’ll see.
the looting and violence. We’ll see.

Ok

Tracking a demo for 1700 in DuPont Circle. Trans Day of Morning for Tony McDade. Very little info on #s or plans. Based on an Instagram posting.
AACPS: A statement from Superintendent George Arlotto regarding incidents in wake of the death of George Floyd has been posted online. Please make sure you see this statement, which can be found at www.aacps.org/superintendentstatement.
They’re at your disposal. The people at D1 should have contact information.

Wed, Jun 3, 11:11 PM

Good to clear my Marshall’s and National guard?

Yes

Wed, Jun 24, 12:33 AM

Can the day work?
I have given a
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)

Wilson and
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

information given to
DCNG.

(b) (5)
6 People

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) information given to DCNG.

(b) (5)

Wilson

Copy
Wed, Jun 3, 11:27 AM

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

👍

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) said national guard was going to assist this morning.

M Adamchik

Copy

HHS docs are goona coordinate through Tim B. later...
iMessage
Tue, Jun 2, 9:32 PM

FYI - (b) (7) (C)
(b) (7) (C)
(b) (7) (C)
(b) (7) (C)
(b) (7) (C)

Murphy J

Copy
Good morning

Can you provide

(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
that info

Wilson

Yes

Sun, May 31, 9:25 PM

Wilson

I’ve got (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E)

Booker S

Okay. Stand by.
Hey I just spoke with the secretary. Couple of clarifying questions about the memo to the secretary defense. He is finalizing it needs to go through their legal but he recognizes this is Time sensitive. Can you relate to DC National Guard so that they're
that they're continuing with their prep for today

M Adamchik

Copy..Russ can u contact and advise him

They are on

They are planning with the assumption it will be approved
Tue, Jun 2, 9:34 PM

(b) (7)(E), (b) (5)
Can I
(b) (7)(E), (b) (5)
(b) (7)(E), (b) (5)
(b) (7)(E), (b) (5)
(b) (7)(E), (b) (5)

(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)

If something
If something happens and they lose the bodies I will disregard the ask.

We will coordinate in the morning.
Just got a Fox News alert that POTUS is going to have Antifa designated as a terror organization. I'm sure that's going to be making the rounds today.

For what it is worth:

Jack Posobiec

BREAKINGS: DC Antifa heading to White House within the hour

Jack Posobiec (@JackPosobiec) [...]

The latest Tweets from Jack Posobiec (@JackPosobiec) China analyst,

twitter.com

Just got off the phone with [REPLACED] He called to let me know that posted an Antifa Manual that was accidentally dropped by a protester at a demo in Oregon over the weekend. Interestingly enough the recovered manual had the exact same coffee mug stain as the Antifa Manual that was accidentally dropped by a protester in Baltimore a few years ago.

A lot of condemnation and pointing the finger at ANTIFA

Def, some ANTIFA in that group though. They are now approaching WAMO /WWII visitor center.

6/2 7:29 PM

Antifa has been put over radio

The first i think is the antifa one but not sure
Antifa strolling on the north side of H St.

Personally I saw no Antifa-type characters in the crowd. Guess I didn’t before either because they said there wasn’t any. Copy on your mileage. Other than that it was peaceful with only the laser incidents as far as I know.

crowd changed at dark, got more in your face and agitated but no CD or disorderly I could see. NO antifa types. Are they waiting for something? hmmm what are they up to?
so he said except for the graffiti and throwing the water bottle at the cops, everything has been on the up and up.

6/2 7:13 PM
Crowd shouted down the guy in the light pole. Threw bottles at him.
Bout to get his camera stolen

Views aren’t that bad

Don’t have any live stream yet. Looking at traffic cameras and looks like we have traffic blocked.

I don’t have any yet. I’m still working off the local news and traffic cameras

Also looks like it froze so that might not be accurate

You on MVView Mark? I am looking at DC traffic camera. Can’t see past that one tree

Attacking a defenseless camera man

Two USPP officers identified in possible assault on camera man put on light duty.

It’s not, just saw a live camera shot on news. There was 100 in that alone
Watchdesk checking on curfew rumor

From NCR Watch Desk: [Redacted] What we’re hearing is from a DC Mayor PIO – No curfew and no checkpoints. When we called MPD CIC we were told to call the Mayor’s PIO office. This is unusual. I think you might have better information that I do. I’ll keep checking.

Mayor Bowser is ordering a citywide curfew for the District of Columbia from 11:00 p.m. on Sunday, May 31, until 6:00 a.m. on Monday, June 1. She has also activated the DC National Guard to support the Metropolitan Police Department.

Mayor Muriel Bowser #StayHomeDC Like on Twitter: “Mayor Bowser is ... Mayor Bowser is ordering a citywide curfew for the District of Columbia from 11:00 p.m. on Sunday, May 31, until 6:00 a.m. on Monday, June 1. She has also activated the DC National Guard to support the Metropolitan Police Department.”

So we have three groups. Does anyone know about curfew?

And the mayor needs an earlier curfew.
(b) (7)(C), (b) (6)

6/1 11:27 AM

(b)(7)(E)

Staying DC now with 1900 curfew.

(b) (5)

6/1 6:27 PM

(b) (5)

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/1 9:03 PM

Muriel Bowser #StayHomeDC at 7 pm

I imposed a curfew at 7pm. A full 25 minutes before the curfew & w/o provocation, federal police used
injunctions on peaceful protesters in front of the White House, an act that will make the job of @DCPoliceDepol
See more

https://twitter.com/MurielBowser

twitter.com

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/2 8:20 PM

1000 protesters at the Lincoln. Sitting in plaza (b) (5)
(b) (5)

Chanting see you tomorrow

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/2 6:36 PM

organizer at 141 very dynamic. said he's really going to try to get the group done by curfew. Keeps
the group calm and together.

6/2 7:08 PM

(b) (5)

6/3 12:22 PM

New - DC curfew moved back to 2300hrs.....
Apparently gassed at LP

Guy on Fox just stated he threw tear gas back. Got drilled by pepper balls

Getting reports of a group marching S/B 16th Street donning gas masks

Reports of a group possibly marching S/B on 16th St. NW approaching Lafayette Park. The group is possibly donning gas masks. Unconfirmed and unknown number. Received from MPD. I have already passed this information to the detail in the Park. [Redacted] is putting it out over the radio for situational awareness.

Doing our next brief and we are getting information from MPD that there is a group at 15th and H st donning gas masks. I will advise units in the park for situational awareness.

Any more word on the gas mask people?
Two Federal Protective Service officers shot in Oakland, one killed

Two Federal Protective Service officers shot in Oakland, one killed

Two federal protective service officers suffered gunshot wounds amid protests Friday night in Oakland, California, police said.

In searching “George Floyd” in [ ] found a few others in the NCR (Arlington, Severna Park, etc) but nothing else that should affect our AOR.

George Floyd’s brother is live on CNN calling for protests to continue but no more violence or looting. He made a really good point when he said “If I’m not out there stealing stuff, what the hell are you people doing out there”.

Raj @RojZalla
Washington DC #GeorgeFloyd protest.

Politicalite LIVE @PoliticaliteUK
LIVE FROM AMERICA: Violent Protests Following Killing of George Floyd Continue In American Cities
Vantage Point @Vantage_Point
Washington, D.C. Protest after curfew continues for George Floyd #GeorgeFloyd
URGENT: National Guard helicopter flying in air with large ball of Water toward protesters on the Highway 35

US Riot Updates (@QuarantineTract) | Twitter
The latest tweets from US Riot Updates (@QuarantineTract). Hi, I am here to inform about the current violent protests across the US. My backup in case I get suspended!

twitter.com
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
Muriel Bowser #StayHomeDC at 7 pm

@MurielBowser

I imposed a curfew at 7pm. A full 25 minutes before the curfew & w/o provocation, federal police used munitions on peaceful protestors in front of the White House, an act that will make the job of @DCCPoliceDept...
6/2 5:31 PM
East on Pennsylvania, toward Capitol.

6/2 5:47 PM
I know of two marches. One @ 16 and k. One large one on Pennsylvania Ave at 4th Or 5th.
5/30 9:17 PM
We just peppered people in Farragut.

5/30 9:20 PM
Somebody should make a note....order more pepper spray.

5/31 5:41 PM
(b) (7)(E), (b) (5)
(b) (7)(E), (b) (5)

5/31 9:40 PM
(b) (5)

5/31 10:26 PM
Heard the pepper ball.

5/31 10:30 PM
Guy on Fox just stated he threw tear gas back. Got drilled by pepper balls.

6/2 11:03 PM
(b) (7)(E)
BREAKING: President Trump moved to underground bunker as riot mobs advance on White House

President Trump will be addressing the nation at 6:15 PM EST
Yikes

**US Riot Updates**

@QuarantineTract

URGENT: National Guard helicopter flying in air with large ball of fire toward protesters on the Highway 35

See more

**US Riot Updates (@QuarantineTract) | Twitter**

The latest Tweets from US Riot Updates (@QuarantineTract). Hi, I am here to inform about the current violent protests across the US. My backup incase I get suspended

twitter.com

---

**Jack Posobiec**

@JackPosobiec

BREAKING: President Trump moved to underground bunker as riot mobs advance on White House

See more

**Jack Posobiec (@JackPosobiec) | Twitter**

The latest Tweets from Jack Posobiec (@JackPosobiec), China analyst, Mandarin linguist, Veteran intel officer, Catholic, Sci-fi aesthete.

twitter.com

---

Yeah now (b) (7) (C) is calling it a riot instead of a protest. Go figure

---

It would have been a riot if his car was on fire
US Riot Updates @QuantrillAlex

See more https://twitter.com/AmericanHawkTPI

twitter.com

Copy. Rioting? Discon?
too late St Johns Church is on fire

Who the (7)(C) sets a church on fire

Fox News right at the church. No mention of that

Brush fire at the church. Someone just stomped it out

I actually had to talk into where the fire was at st johns church. he was arguing me that it was the lodge house

Hes going to the St Johns church

is the church even unlocked?

Church boarded up

POTUS wants the St. John's Church protected
6/3 9:37 AM
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (5)

6/2 9:30 PM
No one messing w/ church. Priest was out earlier.
Brother of George Floyd live on CNN calling for protest to continue but to stop the looting and violence. We’ll see.
Brother of George Floyd live on CNN calling for protest to continue but to stop the looting and violence. We’ll see.
Group at the Capitol dispersing in multiple directions. Unconfirmed reports from USCP that some individuals had baseball bats. Group appears to be moving sporadically up Pennsylvania @ 7th. Heard saying they are returning to the WH and that they “can’t arrest us all” and to make police earn their pay.
Man arrested for allegedly impersonating National Guard soldier; found with cache of... foxla.com
(b) (5)
I told you we’d need more pepper balls
Libby, Michael  5/30 9:11 PM
Counter demo at 16th and k

Libby, Michael  5/30 9:18 PM
Just did it at 16th and H

5/30 9:27 PM
Little dumpster fire at 16th and H. Problem with not putting it out is now they’re going to have to find something to keep it going.

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)  5/30 11:59 PM
(b) (7)(C) one north of Hay Adams 16th and i

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)  5/31 10:24 PM
Fox News big fire at 16th and I with explosions also

6/1 6:14 PM
all I can get is 16th and U and it appears clear

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)  6/1 7:48 PM
Not yet. (b) (5) at 16th and I. Watching now. Fox 5 talking about possible escalation

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)  6/1 7:49 PM
Copy, I am hearing about the group at 16th and I on the radio

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)  6/2 6:31 PM
Getting reports of a group marching S/B 16th Street donning gas masks
Reports of a group possibly marching 5/B on 16th St. NW approaching Lafayette Park. The group is possibly donning gas masks. Unconfirmed and unknown numbers. Received from MPD. I have already passed this information to the detail in the Park (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

16th and I 30 Black Bloc and 13 Antifa on Bikes. (b) (5)

Sorry I was close. 16th ans S N.W.

Amazed the lights at 16th and H have not been broken yet

Protesters at the BOP Line Live Stream @ 16th and I

so where are the groups now. (1) back at Freedom Plaza and (2) 16th & I. NW?

I think so About 20 minutes ago one was walking south on 14th. (b) (7)(E)

has an acceptable video of 16th and I. A bit blurry.

Is it 16th and Mass?
Libby, Michael  6/3 6:45 PM
They are about four deep on 16th.

Libby, Michael  6/3 7:18 PM
(b) (5)
(b) (5) in (7)

Libby, Michael  6/3 7:42 PM
Big crowd on 16th.

6/3 8:18 PM
Traffic can at 16th and u with traffic flowing

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)  6/3 7:57 PM
(b) (7)(E)

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)  6/3 10:46 PM
Can this be accurate? Jordan Lambert: Approx 100 still at 16th & I
6/3 11:37 PM
lost the feed for the 16th and I
5/31 1:05 PM
Just got a Fox News alert that POTUS is going to have Antifa designated as a terror organization. I'm sure that's going to be making the rounds today!

5/31 7:57 PM
For what it is worth:

Jack Posobiec
@JackPosobiec

BREAKING: DC Antifa heading to White House within the hour

See more

Jack Posobiec (@JackPosobiec) ...
The latest Tweets from Jack Posobiec (@JackPosobiec). China analyst,
twitter.com

6/1 6:50 AM
Just got off the phone with He called to let me know that was accidentally dropped by a protester at a demo in Oregon over the weekend. Interestingly enough the recovered manual had the exact same coffee mug stain as the Antifa Manual that was accidentally dropped by a protester in Baltimore a few years ago.

6/1 7:00 AM
A lot of condemnation and pointing the finger at ANTIFA

6/1 7:58 PM
Def. some ANTIFA in that group though. They are now approaching WAMO /WWII visitor center

6/2 7:28 PM
16th and I 30 Black Bloc and 13 Antifa on Bikes. (b) (5)
Libby, Michael  6/2 7:29 PM
Antifa has been put over radio

6/2 7:41 PM
The first i think is the antifa one but not sure

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)  6/2 8:10 PM
Antifa strolling on the north side of H St. (b) (7)(E)

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/3 11:41 PM
Personally I saw no Antifa-type characters in the crowd. Guess I didn’t before either said there wasn’t any. Copy on your mileage. Other than that it was peaceful with only the laser incidents as far as I know.

Libby, Michael  6/3 11:42 PM
crowd changed at dark, got more in your face and agitated but no CD or disorderly I could see. NO antifa types. (b) (5)
Military or army or national guard

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 5/30 7:03 PM
protesters believe that the National Guard has been deployed in DC

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/1 6:08 PM
AG, Joint Chief, Director, SWAT, and Military are here

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/1 8:47 PM
About the group that was heading to Lincoln and then a military civilian asked me a question about loaner comms, pushed him right to

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/1 9:09 PM
He was. (b) (7)(E)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/1 10:02 PM
Disregard. It is military. We have the downlink here at WFO

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 5/30 10:25 PM
Military. There were two
Man arrested for allegedly impersonating National Guard soldier; found with cache of weapons
foxla.com
Mayor Bowser is ordering a citywide curfew for the District of Columbia from 11:00 p.m. on Sunday, May 31, until 6:00 a.m. on Monday, June 1. She has also activated the DC National Guard to support the Metropolitan Police Department.

Mayor Muriel Bowser #StayHomeDC Lite on Twitter: "Mayor Bowser is ordering a citywide curfew for the District of Columbia from 11:00 p.m. on Sunday, May 31, until 6:00 a.m. on Monday, June 1. She has also activated the DC National Guard to support the Metropolitan Police Department.

URGENT: National Guard helicopter flying in air with large ball of water toward protesters on the Highway 35

The latest Tweets from US Riot Updates (@QuarantineTrac1). Hi, I am here to inform about the current violent protests across the US. My backup incase I get suspended.

National Guard arriving at (b) (7)(E)

DC National Guard on the quadrant of the (b) (7)(E)

National guard being harassed holding the line on H street and 17th
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/1 9:31 PM
National Guard on scene at and (b) (7)(E)

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/2 5:45 PM
National Guard on S side correct?

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/3 2:01 PM
National Guard is bringing in blocking vehicles

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/2 1:48 PM
Will do after he is done with his USSS National Guard brief

Libby, Michael 6/3 7:20 PM
That looks like active duty Army. One guy has a 101st ABN patch on.
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 5/3 7:08 PM
Sooooo, AG Barr has directed to remove the bike rack from inside Lafayette that is not being utilized and to place it at the BOP line which now has FBI agents there as well. They are going to place it in
(b) (5)
(b) (5)
Black Lives Matter or BLM

5/28 9:40 AM
BLM DC is having a virtual town hall meeting tomorrow. That's the only thing I saw.

5/31 11:29 AM
Right now the only two known events. We have are the BLM march from Howard University (march starts at 1400 hours) to the White House. Next event is starting at WAMO at 1600 and eventually moving to LMC @ 1900 hours.

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 5/1 9:12 AM
In a little thread I just read (rhumes. rapper now) Anonymous claims that it is 'investigating' all the dicblackout stuff with BLM tags etc. saying it is prob. some kind of botnet putting out false info.

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 5/2 2:56 PM
Any information on BLM post asking for supplies to be dropped at 500 Indiana Ave NW. Asking for food and a tent.
6/1 9:57 PM
so he said except for the graffiti and throwing the water bottle at the cops, everything has been on the up and up.

Libby, Michael 6/2 7:13 PM
Crowd shouted down the guy in the light pole. Threw bottles at him.
Camera

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 5/30 11:23 PM
Bout to get his camera stolen

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/1 7:45 PM
Camera shot of a bunch of people walking south on some street

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/2 3:20 PM
You on I am looking at (b) (7)(E) Can't see past that one tree

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/3 12:13 AM
(b) (7)(C) Attacking a defenseless camera man

Libby, Michael 6/3 8:10 PM
Two USPP officers identified in possible assault on camera man put on light duty.

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/3 10:47 PM
It's not, just saw a live camera shot on news. There was 100 in that alone
5/31 10:26 PM
too late St Johns Church is on fire

5/31 10:27 PM
Who the (b) (7)(C) lets a church on fire

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 5/31 10:27 PM
Fox News right at the church. No mention of that

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 5/31 10:28 PM
Brush fire at the church. Someone just stomped it out

5/31 10:38 PM
I actually had to talk into where the fire was at st johns church. he was arguing me that it was the lodge house

6/1 6:57 PM
Hes going to the St Johns church

6/1 7:09 PM
is the church even unlocked?

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/1 7:10 PM
Church boarded up

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/2 9:29 PM
POTUS wants the St. John's Church protected
Libby, Michael  6/2 9:30 PM
No one messing w/ church. Priest was out earlier.

Stock, Christopher  6/3 9:37 AM
(b) (7)(E)

iMessage
Sun, May 31, 22:43

St. John church on fire. Just to make sure you’re aware
Mayor Bowser is ordering a citywide curfew for the District of Columbia from 11:00 p.m. on Sunday, May 31, until 6:00 a.m. on Monday, June 1. She has also activated the DC National Guard to support the Metropolitan Police Department.

So we have three groups. Does [name] know about curfew?

Assuming that we didn’t kidnap all the protesters, here are my thoughts for the day ahead.

Twitter saying DC now with 1900 curfew.
Muriel Bowser #StayHomeDC at 7 pm

@MurielBowser

I imposed a curfew at 7pm. A full 25 minutes before the curfew & w/o provocation, federal police used munitions on peaceful protestors in front of the White House, an act that will make the job of @DCPoliceDept See more https://twitter.com/MurielBowser
@MayorBowser is speaking now to address the #WashingtonDCProtests last night. Listen live @wamu885.
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Esther Ciammachilli

MPD Chief Peter Newsham: 54 arrests 17/in, over 100 near Swann St., about 300 near Judiciary Square.
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Esther Ciammachilli

Newsham: some officers were injured. A police car was set on fire as well. More info on arrests coming shortly. Violation of curfew, burglary and rioting were main reasons for arrests.
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Newsham: some officers were injured. A police car was set on fire as well. More info on arrests coming shortly. Violation of curfew, burglary and rioting were main reasons for arrests.

1Reply
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Reporter: Who gave order to use munitions against protesters in Lafayette Sq. Newsham: MPD was not involved. "I do not know circumstances." Bowser: I didn’t see any provocation for dispersing protests.

https://twitter.com/EstherCinDC/status/1267838966188965896

d (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/2 6:29 PM
1000 protesters at the Lincoln. Sitting in plaza. (b) (5)
(b) (5) Chanting see you tomorrow

6/2 6:36 PM
organizer at 141 very dynamic. said he’s really going to try to get the group done by curfew. Keeps the group calm and together.
Libby, Michael  6/3 12:22 PM
New - DC curfew moved back to 2300hrs.....
Gas

5/31 9:35 AM
We ran out of pepper balls. Probably easier to get toilet paper than it is to get pepper balls and gas.

5/31 10:30 PM
Guy on Fox just stated he threw tear gas back. Got drilled by pepper balls.

6/2 6:31 PM
Getting reports of a group marching S/B 16th Street donning gas masks.

6/2 6:39 PM
Reports of a group possibly marching S/B on 16th St. NW approaching Lafayette Park. The group is possibly donning gas masks.

6/2 10:07 PM
Doing our next brief and we are getting information from MPD that there is a group at 15th and H st: donning gas masks. I will advise units in the park for situational awareness.

6/2 10:34 PM
Any more word on the gas mask people?
George Floyd

5/30 8:20 AM

Two Federal Protective Service officers shot in Oakland, one killed Two Federal Protective Service officers shot in Oakland, one killed

5/31 1:41 PM
In searching “George Floyd” in [b] (7)(E) [b] I found a few other demos in the NCR (Arlington, Severna Park, etc) but nothing else that should effect our AOR.

6/1 2:10 PM
George Floyd’s brother is live on CNN calling for protests to continue but no more violence or looting. He made a really good point when he said “if I’m not out there stealing stuff, what the hell are you people doing out there”.

6/1 4:37 PM

6/2 7:40 PM
https://www(b) (7)(E)  w/1vOgwodQogEGB?q=george+floyd+dc
Roj @RojZalla
Washington DC #GeorgeFloyd protest.

www(b) (7)(E)
The purpose of the March is to bring awareness to police brutality happening around the nation. The March will honor George Floyd AHMAD ARBERY and BREONNA TAYLOR. From this March we will require a few VITAL things from the government. Legislation that states that if police kills innocent people they go to jail immediately, within 24 Hours of the incident. The government must provide National training for all police. The program should take the same amount of time as FBI and CIA training, a minimum of two years Compensation for the Floyd family, Arbery family, and Taylor family. A police arbiter should be mandatory.

Brother of George Floyd live on CNN calling for protest to continue but to stop the looting and violence. We’ll see.
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 5/31 7:30 PM
Yikes
US Riot Updates
@QuarantineTrac1
URGENT: National Guard helicopter flying in air with large ball of Water toward protesters on the Highway 35
See more
US Riot Updates (@QuarantineTrac1) | Twitter
The latest Tweets from US Riot Updates (@QuarantineTrac1). Hi, I am here to inform about the current violent protests across the US. My backup incase i get suspended
twitter.com

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/1 10:24 PM
MPD CDU said get the helicopter out of here. They are killing our operation. Get them out of here

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 6/1 10:27 PM
(b) (7)(E)

6/2 9:14 PM
(b) (7)(E)
LAFAYETTE

Libby, Michael  5/30 11:51 PM
Lafayette looks pretty clear.

5/31 4:48 PM
(b) (7)(E), (b) (5)
(b) (7)(E), (b) (5)

5/31 5:52 PM
CNN is going live from Lafayette Park and the feed just dropped sp maybe it's not our guy's fault.

Dingeldein, James E  5/31 8:00 PM
National Guard arriving at(b) (7)(E)

6/1 9:16 AM
No I'm good. Getting back used to one monitor. (b) (5)
(b) (5)
(b) (5)
(b) (5)

6/1 6:11 PM
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)

Libby, Michael  6/1 6:14 PM
(b) (5)

6/1 6:21 PM
Well he's in Lafayette Park now.

6/1 6:17 PM
The AG appears to be sticking around at Lafayette Park
. @MayorBowser is speaking now to address the #WashingtonDCProtests last night. Listen live @wamu885.
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Esther Ciammachiilli
3m

MPD Chief Peter Newsham: 54 arrests 17/L over 100 near Swann St., about 300 near Judiciary Square.
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Esther Ciammachiilli
3m

Newsham: some officers were injured. A police car was set on fire as well. More info on arrests coming shortly. Violation of curfew, burglary and rioting were main reasons for arrests.
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Newsham: some officers were injured. A police car was set on fire as well. More info on arrests coming shortly. Violation of curfew, burglary and rioting were main reasons for arrests.
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@EstherCinDC

Esther Ciammachilli

Reporter: Who gave order to use munitions against protesters in Lafayette Sq. Newsham: MPD was not involved. "I do not know circumstances." Bowser: I didn't see any provocation for dispersing protests.

See also:
https://twitter.com/EstherCinDC/status/1267838966188965896

twitter.com

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)  6/2 6:39 PM
Reports of a group possibly marching S/B on 16th St. NW approaching Lafayette Park. The group is possibly donning gas masks. (b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)  6/2 9:28 PM
COP is at Lafayette
New U.S. Park Police spokesman says a statement is forthcoming on the behavior of two officers Monday in Lafayette Park and what appears to be an assault on two journalists. @AmeliaBrace @fox5dc

https://twitter.com/Fox5Wagner

twitter.com

Lafayette fence improvements IMG_2250.jpeg

Soooooo, AG Barr has directed to remove the bike rack from inside Lafayette that is not being utilized and to place it at the BOP line which now has FBI agents there as well. They are going to place it in (b) (7)(E), (b) (5)
(b) (7)(E), (b) (5)

You tracking 5PM call for ShutdownDC at Lafayette
Looters or looting

5/31 4:56 PM
I love how everyone is saying that none of the looters are local people. It's like talking to my kids. Wasn't anyone here. It was the boogie man.

(b) (6), (b) (7) (C) 5/31 9:54 PM
Reports of breaking glass and looting at Mazza Gallerie in Friendship Heights

(b) (6), (b) (7) (C), (b) (7) (E) 5/31 10:32 PM
WFO reports looting at H st Walmart

(b) (6), (b) (7) (C) 5/31 11:31 PM
Looting in G’Town

Libby, Michael 5/31 11:43 PM
Looting on K st.

(b) (6), (b) (7) (C) 5/31 11:49 PM
Looting and fires set in building at 1722 I st

6/1 2:10 PM
George Floyd’s brother is live on CNN calling for protests to continue but no more violence or looting. He made a really good point when he said “if I’m not out there stealing stuff, what the hell are you people doing out there”.

Looting at the h street Walmart being reported
Brother of George Floyd live on CNN calling for protest to continue but to stop the looting and violence. We’ll see.
We had one (b) (7)(E) mention of it. We could not find any corroborating evidence. I’ll send you what we have. Let me know if it is the same. We’re also trying to track down a possible “BLM” event at McPhhearsen either at 100 or 1900.

No sir none given. These reports of meeting places are coming from (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E). Mere suggestions for people
1200 - union station to us Capitol
1400 - BLM at Portrait Gallery
1500 - Columbia heights to WH
1930 - meet up at McPherson square

No numbers for anything. These are (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) people to join.
Libby, Michael  6/2 5:31 PM
East on Pennsylvania, toward Capitol.

Libby, Michael  6/2 5:47 PM
I know of two marches. One @ 16 and k. One large one on Pennsylvania Ave at 4th Or 5th.

You added Libby to the conversation.
Mon, Jun 1, 17:11

Group at the Capitol dispersing in multiple directions. Unconfirmed reports from USCP that some individuals had baseball bats. Group appears to be moving sporadically up Pennsylvania @ 7th. Heard saying they are returning to the WH and that they “can’t arrest us all” and to make police earn their pay.
MPD CDU set up at (b) (7)(E) access to Wilson building. Crowd est 2000-3000. They are heading west on Pennsylvania coming towards Wilson now. Unknown destination.
5/30 9:20 PM
Somebody should make a note.....order more pepper spray

5/31 9:35 AM
(b) (7)(E)

5/31 9:55 AM
We went through 5,000 pepper balls last night. Only have 300 left. We're getting more (hopefully).

5/31 10:00 AM
5,000 pepper balls used yesterday

5/31 5:41 PM
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (5)

(b) (5)

Libby, Michael 5/31 9:40 PM
(b) (5)

Libby, Michael 5/31 10:26 PM
Heard the pepper ball.

5/31 10:30 PM
Guy on Fox just stated he threw tear gas back. Got drilled by pepper balls

6/2 11:03 PM
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
President Trump moved to underground bunker as riot mobs advance on White House

President Trump will be addressing the nation at 6:15 PM EST
@MayorBowser is speaking now to address the #WashingtonDCProtests last night. Listen live @wamu885.
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Esther Ciammachilli

4m

MPD Chief Peter Newsham: 54 arrests 17/1, over 100 near Swann St., about 300 near Judiciary Square.
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Esther Ciammachilli

3m

Newsham: some officers were injured. A police car was set on fire as well. More info on arrests coming shortly. Violation of curfew, burglary and rioting were main reasons for arrests.
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Newsham: some officers were injured. A police car was set on fire as well. More info on arrests coming shortly. Violation of curfew, burglary and rioting were main reasons for arrests.
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@EstherCinDC

Esther Ciammachilli

Reporter: Who gave order to use munitions against protesters in Lafayette Sq. Newsham: MPD was not involved. “I do not know circumstances.” Bowser: I didn’t see any provocation for dispersing protests.

https://twitter.com/EstherCinDC/status/1267638966188965896

twitter.com
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)  5/31 7:30 PM
Yikes
US Riot Updates
@QuarantineTrac1

URGENT: National Guard helicopter flying in air with large ball of Water toward protesters on the Highway 35
See more
US Riot Updates (@QuarantineTrac1) | Twitter
The latest Tweets from US Riot Updates (@QuarantineTrac1). Hi, I am here to inform about the current violent protests across the US. My backup incase i get suspended
twitter.com

5/31 11:58 PM
Yeah now (b) (7)(C) is calling it a riot instead of a protest. Go figure
US Riot Updates  @QuarantineTrac1

See more

https://twitter.com/AmericanHawkTPJ

twitter.com

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)  6/1 12:00 AM
It would have been a riot if his car was on fire
Our next activities will be to attempt to address the areas where the protesters removed brick pavers from the LP walkways. (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) We then plan to
All
Just emailing to provide an update for your situational awareness. As I am sure you are aware Lafayette Park (LP) was heavily impacted by last night’s protests. The Park is presently closed and there is still a sizeable USSS presence in the
Park. Fortunately we did not have too much tagging or graffiti although the nearby Treasury Annex experienced some.

Our next activities will be to attempt to address the areas where the protesters removed brick
removed brick pavers from the LP walkways. We
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)

We then plan to address any bike rack or fencing needs communicated to us by USPP or
Monahan is headed to the hospital with (b) (6) (b) (6) (b) (6) is about to have surgery for taking a brick strike to the groin

Sun, May 31, 8:56 AM

Copy

Did this happen
Mark or Murphy can you comment on that?

John Stanwich was getting another light tower up in Lafayette Park that would make four but I believe 1 went out last night so we would need one from (b) (6), (b) (7), (C).
make sure but I believe 1 went out last night so we would need one from (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Adamchik

Hodge is headed up to Lafayette park in a few minutes. He can be the POC up there to facilitate until the rest of the teams get there
View Of burned out roof of 131 lodge courtesy of DC fire Marshal
phone to send update. Also I took a brick to the throat, we have another Officer in emergency surgery for taking a break to the groin right now I would say 90% of the officers on the detail last night got hit with bricks.

Jeff Reinbold
Bike rack was huge at LMC or that group would have damaged chamber. National

(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
I’ll be back to DC early afternoon.
Jeff Reinbold

Sound like things are kicking up at Lafayette again so we might not hear from Capt Murphy. Crowd is starting to form at Lincoln. Did we see damage last night?

Jeff Gowen

No because they closed them.
their safety and they closed them.

Sean Kennelly

I spoke with Jim about an hour ago and he was very busy at Lafayette Park. I’m OK if we want to close restrooms earlier than the 10 pm normal time.

Jeff Gowen
10-4

Jeff Reinbold

It’s hard to watch what’s going on in Lafayette Sq.

Mike Litterest

No words.

Mon, Jun 1, 10:29 AM

Good morning, does Nama have any chain long
monuments today just FYI

Sean Kennelly

I’m fine with 6 PM. Or we could bump it to 7 PM which is consistent with the mayors order for curfew.

Jeff Gowen

I’ll tell them to close them by 7 pm. If things seem...
(b) (7)(E)
I'm attempting to (b) (7)(E)

Fennelly

(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)

Adamchik

Copy Talked to
4 People

Copy

(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
iMessage
Tue, Jun 2, 9:32 PM

Maybe:

FYI - (b) (6)
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)  

Text Message FOIA Request

“church”

6/1/2020 @ 0805 hours

Are you up?

Ziggy's (855)
Back up here
Crazy night
Liz comfort stole on the way church service from White House

“Lafayette”

05/30/20 @ 0636

Pick from Lafayette park
05/30/20 @ 0950

I'm generalizing the DUI brief to get any updates.

The I-10 demo is starting at Navy Memorial. Our deployment location will stay the same. They will be marching to Lafayette up to 11th, all of Lafayette up to N.

05/30/20 @ 1357

(b) (7)(E), (b) (7)(C), (b) (8)
05/31/2020 @ 1145

(b) (6), (b) (7)(E)

Add and share your name and photo

Set up

Chiefs on the horn with Colbert. Calvary is coming.

Ok

Message:

Good

06/01/2020 @ 2009

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Add and share your name and photo

Set up

Hey try to reach you guys on the radio.

Let me know you're location.

You're good.

Ok copy stay there.

You're good.

Didn't know if you were.

Thanks for the help.

b) (7)(E)
06/02/2020 @ 0934

Pennsylvania

05/30/20 @ 1357
16th

06/02/20 @ 1918

Well that was a change. The crowd overwhelmingly bailed a guy that was up tearing down the 16th St sign at H St NW. Some of the crowd even tried to grab him and look like they were trying to drag him to the police. These people appear to be way more peaceful...

(b) (5)

Yes we are not dispersing.

06/01/2020 @ 2008

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

May I have you location.

Let me know you're location.

Ok copy stay there. You're good.

Didn't know if you were.

Thanks for the help.

Oh copy stay there.

You're good.

(b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)
“Looters”

6/2/2020 @ 1751

Sounds like you got folks coming at you now...I'm assuming this will be the violent push until the curfew goes into place and then things will fizzle out again until just small groups of looters/ vandals.

“Riot”

06/02/2020 @ 1722

Persons at H and Vermont St NW, carrying riot shields and wearing riot helmets.
“Curfew”

6/2/2020 @ 1751 hours

6/2/20 @ 1918 hours

---

Add and share your name and phone.

Sounds like you got folks coming at you now. I'm assuming this will be the violent push until the curfew goes into place and then things will fizzle out again until last small groups of ladens/vandals.

::[b](6:35)

[Copy]

Well, that was a change. The crowd overwhelmingly boxed a guy that was up tearing down the 16th St. sign at H St NW. Some of the crowd even tried to grab him and look like they were trying to drag him to the police. These people appear to be way more peaceful!

[[b](5)]

I concur.

Yes, we are not dispersing.
“Bottle”

05/31/20 @ 1140 hours

“Attorney General”

6/1/20 @ 1141 hours
"military"

6/1/20 @ 1210 hours

Adammich

Keep up the good work my friend. You operate with the leadership skills of a seasoned military general. You have been the anchor to our entire response and without you this could have been a disaster. I'm proud to work with you.

Thank you sir. You still are a good example. I'll follow you anywhere.

"pepper"

05/31/2020 @ 0944

indoor range we were temporarily using but that was before the shutdown. Since restarting we’ve just had (b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)

Do you guys have pepper spray?

We’ve got some pepper spray for our FNs.

Damn or we don’t have (b).
05/31/2020 @ 1042

Going to voicemail.
Available
Call back when free
FYI, possible leads on pepper.

No worries. I just talked to [Name] and I want to make sure you guys reach out to everyone in the NORSA and ask if they have pepper ball. PG Sheriff, Anna Aundel, etc.

05/31/2020 @ 1158

Yes, I will call you after this for CDU

Roger

My contact at Montgomery county may have some pepper ball. Will let you know.

Roger, keep me updated. I'll call soon.

Been on and off with the chef and Adamchik.

Couldn't drop it.
05/31/2020 @ 1703

Have proper as your main

06/01/2020 @ 1124

En route. Let me know if I need to expedite

No go normal

Good to go we start north at 1445

As soon as you get in jump in cleaning and fixing pop socket guns

They are already planning that 1st item on list (b)(1)(X)

(c)(7)(E)

(b)(7)(E)
06/01/2020 @ 1313

1345 at base for brief
If anything else needs to be done or anyone needs assistance pull it out now.

We are working on 1(b) (7) (E) almost done and we should be good.

Awesome

06/01/2020 @ 1320

Hi, it's Rebecca from contracting. I haven't received a requirement yet, but if I were to purchase peppers, what kind would we need?

Rebecca, we're on that soy sauce.

CS sour
From pepperoni
06/01/2020 @ 1442

06/01/2020 @ 1455

06/02/2020 @ 0928
06/02/2020 @ 2134

Finally:

[Image of a chat screen]

06/03/2020 @ 1752

[Image of a chat screen]

Pichon: We're mostly tied up dealing with coronavirus response stuff so it may be a few weeks before I'll reach back out when things slow down for them to do a joint media release.

Don't want to bother, but can we confirm that we do not (b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(F)

So pepper balls contain pepper spray? Or some other concoction
Nonivemide, also called pelargonic acid vanillylamide or PAVA, is an organic compound and a capsaicinoid. It is an amide of pelargonic acid (n-nonanoic acid) and vanillyl amine. It is present in chili peppers, [2] but is commonly manufactured synthetically. It is more heat-stable than capsaicin.
3 People:


Just emailed you a PepperBall definition directly from PepperBall course and materials
Clinically written and simple to understand...


ADS working with manufacturer to secure the face shields... won't be there in time for this weekend but sounds...


“gas”

05/30/2020 @ 0112 hours


H/E/E/B
(b) (7)(E)
available unit to respond to 17th & penn ave with helmets gas mask and
(b) (7)(E)

30, 02, 50

Heard one of ours was injured. Unknown on specifics. I'm hearing yelling *Park Police get back!

The日至1114.
05/30/2020 @ 1203 hours

Copy

Get well right now down here so don't rush to
Lot of standing around

We're gonna brief shortly, then gotta prep some stuff, we have to
(b) (7)(E)

Roger

06/01/2020 @ 0940 hours

Hey guys. I you haven't done so already, please clean up your kit and
equipment if you were around chemical
munitions. Most Importantly, clean your
gas masks. Ensure that you take your filters
OFF, and wipe down the
inside and outside with warm soapy water, with
a mild soap. Then make
sure everything is dry
before putting back in.

(b) (8), (b) (7)(C)

Add and share your name and photo
Set up

...
06/01/2020 @ 1045 hours

(b) (7)(E)

Add and share your name and phone.

I have a charger and adapter in the blue van.

Oh, okay.

Hey! How are we looking on current filters and spare filters?

My last count was ten. So, if we can get some, do it.

06/01/2020 @ 1050 hours

(b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)

What's etc is now again: No In or Rapportball.

Should and grammar is happy to hold the line with you.

(b) (7)(E)
06/01/2020 @ 1100 hours

(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
What's next is here again.
No for Pepperidge.
Sharpies and garmasks.
Always hold the line.
(b) (7)(E)

06/01/2020 @ 1111

(b) (7)(E)

Hope this was a typo.

🤔

Pushing out a request for 200 garmasks.

Copy ANP said he's gonna have some short term if need be.

No typo, been here.
06/01/2020 @ 1235

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Thank you.

Found gas filters in Sgt's office, please make sure you grab one, replace if needed.

Hey Gents

extremely proud of all of you!

Keeping close tabs....

praying for your safety throughout the day.

“munition”

06/01/2020 @ 1000

Sounds good,lg. see you at noon.

We have plenty of chemical in impact munitions.
06/01/2020 @ 1145

(b) (7/E)
(b) (7/E)
(b) (7/E)
(b) (7/E)
(b) (7/E)
(b) (7/E)
(b) (7/E)
(b) (7/E)

We are multiplying that by & based on our current deployment, you've planned deployments, and the fact that we don't get to see everyone is gonna screw it up.

Lethal

05/30/2020 @ 0857

Just not off ball with me that, just some.

(b) (7/E)
(b) (7/E)
(b) (7/E)
(b) (7/E)
(b) (7/E)
(b) (7/E)

Just let's just get
let's just get
let's just get
let's just get
let's just get
let's just get

you know you design
that makes sure we
have everything. Expect
a long day past midnight
05/30/2020 @ 1027

Message
2 People

Expectation is if they
protest, they would like
us to trail behind in back
or on foot or both with
both use civil law force
capability (maybe 4 +
dcp). They will not be
able to start needles so
we will most likely serve
as an element to scoop
up any injured. With the
docs and provide any
additional assets.

Shifting plan is right but

05/30/2020 @ 1044

Message
3 People

full persona. This
expectation is that
delaying they would like
us to trail behind in back
or on foot or both with
both use civil law force
capability (maybe 4 +
dcp). They will not be
able to start needles so
we will most likely serve
as an element to scoop
up any injured. With the
docs and provide any
additional assets.

Shifting plan is right but

06/01/2020 @ 1145

Adamchik:

We are multiplying that by 5 based on our current deployment, future planned deployments, and the fact that if we don't go:
It now over 3000 meals scooped up.

06/01/2020 @ 1652

FYI: just got unsolicited calls from YOSEMITE
SRT and Yellowstone/Grand Teton SRT leads

APARENTLY both

teams mobilized

today by their chief

rangers through NPS

LESES. They are waiting on their mission sets but

wanted to reach out for

information and status

of operations on

ground.

From YOSE SRT TDL:

"Chief of YOSE got the
call from John Leonard
Chief LESSE. Still

unsure on our mission

set at... just wanted to

reach out..."

Not sure where they will

get assigned but would

be awesome rest/run

cycle and staffing

replacement when we next


Wanted to make sure
06/02/2020 @ 0928

First to change it. Looks like you'll post out earlier then.

[previous message]

PS: If you can handle tanks again.

(b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)

Get it.

(b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)
Good stuff
(a) (7) (E)
(b) (7) (E)
(c) (7) (E)
(d) (7) (E)
(e) (7) (E)
(f) (7) (E)
(g) (7) (E)
(h) (7) (E)
Records Request

FOIA-20-CV-1888

SFB - SWAT
FOIA Inquiry - Text messages
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @nps.gov>

Tue 9/1/2020 4:36 PM
To: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @nps.gov>
Cc: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) @nps.gov>

1 attachments (4 MB)
Doc1.docx

(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C).

iMessage
Sun, May 31, 2:02 PM

This is the item. I may have sent that to someone else

Sun, May 31, 3:18 PM
Hit me up when you get them

Oh yeah

How will I know when they arrive

They will call you

They are 30 mins out from Harpers Ferry now running code. So hopefully less than 2 hours from now the will be there

Boom
Good morning.

Below is a list of items we would like to have if you can get them:

- No Irritant Sting Ball Grenade
- Stinger-Ball CS Grenade
- Sting Ball OC Grenade
- Smoke Jet-Lite Rubber Ball Grenade
- Indoor/outdoor flameless expulsion CS
- Outdoor Triple phaser gun
-Outdoor Triple phaser
Grenade CS

- Outdoor Triple Phaser
Grenade White Smoke

If you need me to send it in email form I can. Thanks

Message received?

Sorry dude. I’m bossing people around

While you are being generous, would you happen to have gas masks and filters in surplus?
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Will check

All I can ask brother. Thank you

Quick question: give me a call

Mon, Jun 1, 12:30 PM

Cargo eta to you 2pm

Mon, Jun 1, 2:24 PM

Did you get the stuff yet.

Still waiting on the gas mask info
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

(b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E) I will grab it from him momentarily. Thanks dude

Mon, Jun 1, 3:54 PM

Just so your looped in the Attorney General put in a request for those gas masks

Boom

That’s what I’m talking about. Impressive

We appreciate all your support
Our folks on the line will be extremely grateful

Mon, Jun 1, 10:52 PM

Hey bro. CBP signed over the custody of those launcher to me. So they are gonna need the launchers back

Copy! No problem. Can we utilize them until this thing is over?

Absolutely

Perfect

Thank you brother
Sun, May 31, 12:32 PM

Whatever Pepperball ammo you have, Van we get it?

Sun, May 31, 2:21 PM

We have no more brother. Everything that I had in my inventory I gave to you guys last night and you expelled or still had whatever was left

No problem, I figured it out. Got secret service getting us some

Thanks
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Text Message FOIA Request

“church”

6/1/2020 @ 0805 hours

“Lafayette”

05/30/20 @ 0636
05/30/20 @ 0950

when you re happy to reall
I m gonna attend the obj forn to get any updates

intel is 1400 demo
starting at navy
memorial. Our
deployment location will
stay same. They will be
marching to Lafayette
the area. Security plan
is to block white house
zone from 15 to 17th, all of
Lafayette up to H.
05/31/2020 @ 1145

Ok.
Add and share your name and photo
Continue to step
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)

06/01/2020 @ 0906

Hey, tried to raise you guys on the radio. Let me know you're located.
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)

06/01/2020 @ 0907

You're good.
(b) (7)(E)

06/01/2020 @ 0909

Ok copy that there.
You're good.
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)

Thanks for the help.

"Pennsylvania"
05/30/20 @ 1357

“Pennsylvania”
06/02/20 @ 1918

Well that was a change... The crowd overwhelmingly booted a guy that was up tearing down the 16th St. sign at H St NW. Some of the crowd even tried to grab him and look like they were trying to drag him to the police. These people appear to be way more peaceful...

06/01/2020 @ 2008

Hey tried to raise you guys on the radio. Let me know you’re location.

Sergeant Walker said he can use your assistance. East side on standoff near Vermont area.

I and 16th

Ok copy stay there.
You’re good.

Didn’t know if you were in Lafayette.
Thanks for the help.
“Looters”

6/2/2020 @ 1751

Add and share your name and photo.

Sound like you got folks coming at you now. I'm assuming this will be the violent push until the curfew goes into place and then things will fizzle out again until just small groups of looters.

Reiger

“Riot”

06/02/2020 @ 1722

Add and share your name and photo.

Persons at H and Vermont St NW, carrying riot shields and wearing riot helmets.

Resend that photo
Didn't go thru

(b) (7)(E)
“Curfew”

6/2/2020 @ 1751 hours

Sounds like you got folks coming at you now...I'm assuming this will be the violent push until the curfew goes into place and then things will fizzle out. Again until just small groups of hooligans/vandals.

Cody

6/2/2020 @ 1918 hours

Wait that was a change...The crowd overwhelmingly booted a guy that was up tearing down the 16th St sign at H St NW. Some of the crowd even tried to grab him and look like they were trying to drag him to the police. These people appear to be way more peaceful....!
"Bottle"

05/31/20 @ 1140 hours

"Attorney General"

6/1/20 @ 1141 hours

The Assistant Attorney General called me and said over 2000 assets are coming in to assist MPD and us on whatever and whenever we need them. I will coordinate with you Mark on the neighborhood they are offering to us. If they are SRT I will push them to Sgt. Van Dyke. If not, we can have them support our resources at our important memorials like NLEOM, NAMO, LINC, etc.
“military”

6/1/20 @ 1210 hours

Keep up the good work my friend. You operate with the level of a seasoned military general. You have been the anchor to our entire response and without you this could have been a disaster. I'm proud to work with you.

Thank you sir. You all set a good example. I'll follow you anywhere.

“pepper”

05/31/2020 @ 0944

Indoor ranges we were temporarily closed but that was before the shutdown. Since re-opening we've just had masks and goggles available but not required them be worn.

Do you guys have pepper spray?

We've got pava powder for our FN's.

Darn, ok we don't have it.
05/31/2020 @ 1042

Adamohik>
SUN 05/31 10:24 AM
Going to voicemail
Available
Call back when free
FYI possible leads on pepper

No worries. I just talked to Mr. Brown. I want to
make sure u guys reach out to everyone in the
NCRSA and ask if they have pepper ball. PbSherriff, Anne Arundel,
etc

05/31/2020 @ 1158

Brecht

Yes, I will call you after this for CDU

Roger

My contact at
Montgomery county
may have some pepper
ball. Will let you know

Roger, keep me updated
It will be soon
See u and c u with the
Chief and Adamohik

 Couldn’t drop it
05/31/2020 @ 1703

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

March 28, 2020 6:26 PM

ATF SRT from last night. We are back with 4 Operators and a medic. We have a radio with 1-1030 Admin. if you want.

06/01/2020 @ 1124

En route. Let me know if I need to expedite.

No go normal.

Got to go we short here in 1945.

As soon as you get into human shooting and feel preparatory guns.

They are already planning that as first response in Michael. Service guns. Fill tanks at DC harbor.
06/01/2020 @ 1313

(b) (7)(C)

If anything else needs to be done or anyone needs assistance put it out now.

We are working on Pepperball upstairs almost done and we should be good.

Awesome

06/01/2020 @ 1320

Hi it's Rebecca from contracting. I haven't received a requirement yet, but if I were to purchase peppers, what kind would we need?

Rebecca, working on this today!

CS papa

From pepper ball

Rebecca I wanted to
06/01/2020 @ 1442

(5) (5) (7)(C)

On East area?

06/01/2020 @ 1455

(5) (5) (7)(E) next to the


estimated arrival Wednesday morning

$8500 worth of PepperBall arriving tomorrow morning at APIL with additional speed loading pods

06/02/2020 @ 0928

(5) (7)(C)

I'm on route if I'll assist or PepperBall gun

(5) (7)(C)

(5) (7)(C)

I got blue van from

Hanger

Where do we need
06/02/2020 @ 2134

Fennelly

New name and photo available

06/03/2020 @ 1752

Verizon LTE 11:19 AM 00% 1

Don't want to bother, but can we confirm that we do not carry OC Skat shells?

So pepper balls contain pepper spray? Or some other concoction
Nonivamide, also called pelargonic acid vanillylamide or PAVA, is an organic compound and a capsaicinoid. It is an amide of pelargonic acid (n-nonanoic acid) and vanillyl amine. It is present in chilli peppers, but is commonly manufactured synthetically. It is more heat-stable than capsaicin.
06/03/2020 @ 1845

3 People

Just emailed you a PepperBall definition directly from PepperBall course and materials
Clinically written and simple to understand...
ADS working with manufacturer to secure the face shields... won't be there in time for this weekend but sounds

“gas”

05/30/2020 @ 0112 hours

Operators:
Add and share your name and photo
Set this

(b) (7)(E)
available unit to respond to 17th & penn ave with Holmes on ops and
(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)

Heard one of ours was injured. Unknown on specifics, I'm hearing
in 2118/FCC yelling “Park
Police got back!
More call times
05/30/2020 @ 1203 hours

Moving slow right now down here so don't rush it.
Lot of standing around

We're gonna brief shortly, then gotta prep some stuff, we have to get gas

Roger

06/01/2020 @ 0940 hours

Hey guys, if you haven't done so already, please clean up your kit and equipment if you were around chemical munitions. Most importantly, clean your gas masks. Ensure that you take your filters OFF, and wipe down the inside and outside with warm soapy water, with a mild soap. Then make sure everything is dry before putting back in your mask bags. Heard you all kicked ass last night 😎
06/01/2020 @ 1045 hours

Operators:

I have a charger and adapter in the blue van as well.

(b) (7)(E) looking on current filters and spare filters?

(b) (7)(E) DENGU MASK

My last count was Two. So if we can get some, (b) (7)(E) do it.

06/01/2020 @ 1050 hours

Scott:

Leaving (b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E) (b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)

(intended to say again)
No liner or Peppermint.

Shields and gear are in.
I'm ready to hold the stage with u.

Be there at 1230.


06/01/2020 @ 1100 hours

Leaving Springfield in 10
for 1:00 Stop in patient 5k.
(a) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
(c) (7)(E)
(d) (7)(E)
(e) (7)(E)

I don't see a note against.
Not from of patient call.
I'm sure I search it out.
Be there at 1:00

06/01/2020 @ 1111

Hope this was a typo 😊

Pushing out a request
for 200 gas masks
filters

Can't believe he said he's
going to have some sort of
need for that.

No typo, been here 😃
06/01/2020 @ 1235

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C),

Thank you.

- Viewer

Found gas filters in Sgts office, please make sure you grab one, replace if needed.

(b)(7F)

- Viewer

Extremely proud of all of you!!!

Keeping close tabs ...

praying for your safety throughout the day

("munition")

06/01/2020 @ 1000

Sounds good Sgts see you at noon

We have plenty of chemical in impact munitions
06/01/2020 @ 1145

Adamchik

We are studying that day's model for our current class tomorrow. Are you going to stay overnight? I hope so. We'll need to get everyone to agree. Accept it up.

05/30/2020 @ 0857

Lethal

We are studying that day's model for our current class tomorrow. Are you going to stay overnight? I hope so. We'll need to get everyone to agree. Accept it up.
05/30/2020 @ 1027

2 People

ATF has terms within they do not use pepper ball.

05/30/2020 @ 1044

3 People

Full personnel. The expectation is if they depoly, they would like us to trail behind in bear or on foot or both with both less lethal/lethal capability (maybe 4 + docs). They will not be able to staff medics so we will most likely serve as an element to scoop up any injured. With the docs and provide any additional assets. Staffing plan is tight but...
06/01/2020 @ 1145

We are multiplying that by 5 and based on our current deployment, unplanned deployments, and the fact that if we don't get support, everyone has to support everyone by personal things up.

06/01/2020 @ 1552

FYI, just got unsolicited calls from YOSEMITE SRT and Yellowstone/Grand Teton SRT leads

APPELLANTLY, both teams got mobilized today by their chief rangers through NPS LESES. They are waiting on their mission sets but wanted to reach out for information and status of operations on

From YOSE SRT T/L:

"Chief of YOSE got the call from John Leonard Chief LESSES. Still unsure on our mission set etc., just wanted to reach out..."

Not sure where they will get assigned but would be awesome rest/run cycle and staffing sustenance plan to rest our guys up if this chaos continues...since we have trained Yellowstone/Grand Teton and having a relationship in place...I trained them in CDU and we just did worked with them in the advanced tactical training course in December 2019.

Wanted to make sure
3 People>

New name and photo from
Finally
Privacy Alert: Update Contacts

Wanted to make sure you were in the loop in case you hadn’t yet heard they were on way to DC as early as tomorrow they are basic tactical trained, less lethal trained, COU basic trained
(b) (7)E
(b) (7)E
(b) (7)E
(b) (7)E
(b) (7)E

06/02/2020 @ 0928

Operators:

Tried to change it.
Looks like you’ll prob out email MCO

(b) (7)E
(b) (7)E
(b) (7)E
(b) (7)E

Get it

(b) (7)E
(b) (7)E
(b) (7)E
(b) (7)E
